
 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
   



 
 

 
 

Fèisean nan Gàidheal 
Meeting of the Board of Directors to be held in the Kingsmills Hotel, Inverness, on 
Friday 6 March 2020 from 12:00f 
 
 

Agenda  

 
 
1.2020.01   PRELIMINARIES 
(a) Present   

(b) Apologies  

(c) Minutes of the previous meeting of the Fèisean nan Gàidheal Board For Agreement 

(d) Matters arising  

(e) Board Election and Board Membership   For Agreement 

(f) Election of Office Bearers For Agreement 

   

   

1.2020.02 DEVELOPMENT ISSUES 
(a) Progress in implementing Fèisean nan Gàidheal’s Programme of Work  For Noting and Discussion 

(b) Blas 2019 and 2020 For Noting and Discussion 

(c) Fèisgoil For Noting and Discussion 

(d) 5 Latha Verbal for Noting 

(e) Tasgadh For Noting 

(f) Creative Scotland Annual Review For Agreement 

   

   

1.2020.03 FINANCIAL ISSUES 
(a) Income and Expenditure 2019-20 For Noting and Discussion 

(b) Bank balances and up-to-date information  Verbal for Noting 

(c) Management Accounts to 31 December 2019 For Noting and Discussion 

(d) Grants to Fèisean 2019-20 For Noting  

(e) Draft Budget 2020-21 For Agreement 

(f) Grants to Fèisean 2020-21 (Recommendations) For Agreement 

(g) Funding Agreements For Noting and Discussion 

(h) Balancing Funding to 31 March 2020 Verbal for Agreement 

   

   

1.2020.04 STAFFING ISSUES  

(a) Up to date information Verbal for Noting 

   

   

1.2020.05 OPERATIONAL ISSUES 
(a) Staff Progress Reports For Noting and Discussion 

(b) Conference 2020 Verbal for Discussion and Agreement 

   
   
1.2020.06 OTHER 
(a) Confirmation of date of next meeting: 22 May 2020 For Noting 
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Fèisean nan Gàidheal 
Minutes of the meeting of the Board of Directors held at the Mercure Hotel, 
Inverness on Friday 6 December 2019 from 10.30am 
  

 
4.2019.01 PRELIMINARIES 
(a) Present 
 Kirsteen Graham (Chair), Anna Murray, Bob MacKinnon, Sarah-Jayne Shankland, Anne MacAulay, 

Elizabeth Bain, Colin Sandilands, Siobhan Anderson (Creative Scotland - attending), Arthur 
Cormack (Attending), Calum Alex Macmillan (Attending), Anne Willoughby (Attending), Eilidh 
MacKenzie (Attending) 
 
Simultaneous translation was provided by Angus Macleod. 

  
(b) Apologies 
 George Stoddart, Mairi Buchanan (HIE), Rona Gold (Argyll & Bute Council), Duncan MacNeil 

(Argyll & Bute Council), Cllr John A MacIver (CNES), Morag Anna MacLeod Mitchell (The Highland 
Council). 
 
The Chair welcomed everyone to the meeting. 

  
(c) Minutes of the previous meeting of Fèisean nan Gàidheal Board 
 Minutes of the meeting held on 27 September 2019 had been circulated.   

 
The minutes were approved as a true record of the meeting, proposed by Anne MacAulay and 
seconded by Anna Murray. 

  
(d) Matters Arising 
 • The CEO had emailed Bernard Chisholm regarding the provision of YMIS in the Western Isles 

and his response had been circulated. 
• Regarding the Gaelic content of the RCS traditional music courses, our website had been 

updated to reflect the current situation. Arthur Cormack had raised the issue with Prof Jeffrey 
Sharkey in 2016 and agreed to write to the individual who had raised concerns with a copy of 
the letter and Prof Sharkey’s response. 

• We now have 2 Mevo cameras available to the Fèisean for live streaming. They are easy to 
operate and Laura Nicolson will organise training for Fèisean. 

• A paper was circulated with an outline for an Economic and Social Impact Study on the work 
of the Fèisean, which would be useful in formulating future plans and in supporting funding 
applications.  Arthur wished to discuss this further with Mairi Buchanan (HIE) and it was 
agreed that we should await publication of the Scottish Government Cultural Strategy before 
deciding to proceed. Funding for the study was discussed and it was agreed to discuss this 
topic further at the next Board meeting.	

  
 

4.2019.02 DEVELOPMENT ISSUES 
(a) Progress in implementing Fèisean nan Gàidheal’s Programme of Work 
 A report on the programme of work, prepared by Arthur Cormack, for the second quarter of 

2019-20 to 30 September 2019 had been circulated and was noted. 
• Nearly all items that were possible to progress in the second quarter were green, indicating 

they were on track 
• International activities were added to the statistical information, as well as under the 

headings to which international work referred, per Mairi Buchanan’s request.  
• Arthur had met with the Board of MG Alba in September regarding the possibility of 

partnership working on FèisTV.  
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(b) Blas 2019 
 Calum Alex Macmillan gave a verbal update on the 2019 Blas Festival, held between 22 and 30 

November 2019.  It had gone well, given the time of year, and a paper with more detail would be 
presented at the next meeting.  

  
(c) Fèisgoil 
 A report by Eilidh MacKenzie giving an update on Fèisgoil projects had been circulated. It had 

been a busy quarter. 
 
Board members acknowledged the report and were impressed with all the activity taking place.  

  
(d) Tasgadh:  Traditional Arts Small Grants Fund 
 A report by Arthur Cormack had been circulated with the outcome of the second round of 

Tasgadh grants for 2019-20.  
 
Board members noted the awards made through the scheme. 

  
(e) Creative Scotland Annual Review 
 Information for Board members on the annual review of our work to be carried out by Creative 

Scotland had been prepared by Arthur Cormack and was circulated. 
 
Board members noted the report submitted to Creative Scotland 

  
 

4.2019.03 FINANCIAL ISSUES 
(a) Income and Expenditure 2019-20 
 A report prepared by the Executive Manager, Anne Willoughby, had been circulated showing 

income and expenditure with transactions to 22 November 2019.  
 
This was noted by Board members. 

  
(b) Bank Balances and up-to-date information  
 The current balances were: 

• Current Account – £24,265.90 
• High Interest Account - £477,817.24 
• Blas Account - £5,990.80 
• Development Trust - £8,375.07 

 
The sums were noted by Board members. 

  
(c) Management Accounts to 30 September 2019 
 Management Accounts to 30 September 2019, prepared by Mann Judd Gordon, had been 

circulated. 
 
The content was noted by Board members. 

  
(d) Grants to Fèisean for 2019-20 
 A list of grants pledged to Fèisean for 2019-20 had been circulated, with amounts paid out to 22 

November 2019.   
 
This was noted by Board members. 

  
(e) Funding Agreements 
 
 
 
 

A report by Arthur Cormack updating members on the status of the organisation’s main funding 
agreements had been circulated and its contents noted.  The following points were highlighted: 
• An additional sum - £7,380 (50% of costs) - has been offered by HIE to enable us to 

purchase our own simultaneous translation equipment. This will enable us to offer additional 
events through the medium of Gaelic and train more people to do this kind of work. 

• The Scottish Government had offered £55,000 to support three projects: 
Year of Coasts and Waters: A song project to celebrate the year (£12k towards a total of 
£18k)  
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Fèis Bharraigh: A range of work to celebrate its 40th anniversary (£30k towards a total of 
£40k)  
Oide Part 2: The next series of online music lessons covering 8 disciplines (£13k towards a 
total of £18k). 

• The CEO drew attention to the letter from Donna Manson, CEO of The Highland Council, 
which confirmed there was no truth in the allegations made by Cllr Alister MacKinnon about 
our refusing to meet with the council. It was also noted that, in order to save money, the 
council members on the Board of Blas Festival Ltd would be asked to stand down and the 
Board would continue with Fèisean nan Gàidheal representatives only. 

• £750 had been received from Urras Eilidh MhicLeòid which was to be used for Cèilidh Trails 
next year. 

  
 

3.2019.04  STAFFING ISSUES 
(a) Up to date information 
 The Business Officer post was still vacant and would be re-advertised.  

 
This was noted by Board members. 

  
 

4.2019.05 OPERATIONAL ISSUES 
(a) Staff Progress Reports 
 
 

Progress Reports from staff had been circulated.  
 
Their content was noted and the Board thanked everyone for their hard work. 

  
(b) Board Membership 
 Arthur Cormack gave a verbal report on Board membership and vacancies on the Board.   

 
It was agreed that no election should proceed until a few more nominations from Highland and 
Argyll Fèisean had been secured. 

  
(c) Carbon Reduction Plan 
 A report, by Arthur Cormack, with the annual update on implementation of our agreed Carbon 

Reduction Plan had been circulated.  
 
Board members were content with the progress made and noted the content of the report. 

  
 

4.2019.06 Date of next meeting and other 2020 meetings 
(a) The 2020 meeting dates were set as follows:  

• Friday 06 March (Inverness) 	
• Friday 22 May (Inverness) 	
• Friday 18 September (Isle of Barra [tbc] as part of AGM/Conference weekend) 	
• Friday 11 December (Inverness) 	
 
Arthur Cormack thanked the retiring Board members - the current Chair Kirsteen Graham, 
Elizabeth Bain and Bob MacKinnon - for their commitment and support over the years. Anne 
Willoughby presented them with gift hampers on behalf of Fèisean nan Gàidheal. 
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Fèisean nan Gàidheal 
Board Election and Board Membership 
Number on Agenda: 1.2020.01(e) 
 
 
Reason for paper 
To provide Board members with information on the outcome of the recent election for new members of Fèisean 
nan Gàidheal’s Board and on vacancies which still exist.  
 
 

Election 2019-20 
Following the AGM last September, I wrote to all the Fèisean in October requesting nominations to fill vacant 
places on the Board of Fèisean nan Gàidheal. 
 

The first attempt yielded too few nominations so it was agreed, at the December Board meeting, to delay an 
election until such time as more nominees were forthcoming. 
 

Further advertising was done in the new year and an election went ahead in February.  
 

In the Highland Council Area we received no valid nominations for two vacant places.   
 

In the Argyll & Bute Council Area we received no valid nomination for the vacant place.   
 

In Other Areas we received three valid nominations for one place.  Alistair Paul (Fèis Arainn) has been elected.   
 

In a new category for Youth Representatives, we received three valid nominations for two places.  Kirsty 
MacDougall (nominated by Fèis an Earraich) and Katie MacInnes (nominated by Fèis Eilean an Fhraoich) were 
elected. 
 
 

Board Membership 
I must apologise that I made a mistake in the make-up of the Board.  We were already a member down from 
Other Areas and we should have been seeking to fill two vacancies in that category. 
 

We now have four vacant places on the Board – two from the Highland area, one from the Argyll & Bute area and 
one from Other Areas. 
 

Although there is an existing scheme in place for the election of Board members, there is flexibility to deal with a 
situation where the normal election procedure fails to fill a place in any given area.  The Board may co-opt a 
member from the Fèisean in that area to fill the vacant place. Where that is not possible, however, a member 
from a Fèis in another area may take up the vacant place on the Board.  Alternatively, the Board may decide to 
leave the place vacant until a future election is held. 
 

Therefore, Board members may choose to: 
• Fill the vacant places through co-options from the Fèisean in Highland, Argyll and Other Areas, or from any 

area if that is not possible 
• Leave the places vacant until after the 2020 AGM when a further attempt could be made to recruit new 

members. 
 

Given my error in relation to Other Areas, it may be appropriate for the Board to consider co-opting the nominee 
who had the greatest number of votes after Alistair Paul.  Otherwise, we would have to run a further ballot. 
 

We could also offer the opportunity to any prospective Board members to come to a meeting to get a feel for 
what it is like to be a member and the range of issues with which the Board deals.  This may encourage more 
people to consider allowing their names to go forward in future elections.  
 
 

Action Required 
Board members are asked to: 
(1) Note the outcome of the election 
(2) Agree how they would like to proceed to fill the vacant places 
(3) Agree to invite prospective members to attend a Board meeting over the coming few months. 
 

 Arthur Cormack 
CEO 

March 2020 
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Fèisean nan Gàidheal 
Progress in implementing Fèisean nan Gàidheal’s Programme of Work 
Agenda Item: 1.2020.02(a) 
 
 
Reason for paper 
To update members on progress with Fèisean nan Gàidheal’s Programme of Work for the third quarter of 2019-20 up to 31 December 2019. 

 
 
Background 
This report covers the period above, and outlines progress against the performance indicators - or outputs - set against measures within Fèisean nan Gàidheal’s (FnG) 
Programme Plan by our main funders - Creative Scotland (CS), Highlands & Islands Enterprise (HIE), Bòrd na Gàidhlig (BnG), Highland Council (HC) and Argyll & Bute 
Council (ABC) - in agreements with those bodies. 
 
We use a ‘RAG’ system - Red, Amber & Green - the status of each of which is as follows:  
Red Not presently on track, and measures to restore progress not yet in place - danger that targets may be missed 

Not presently on target, but with measures in place to restore progress 
On target 
 
In addition, the following colour coding links each output to Fèisean nan Gàidheal’s Programme Plan 2018-21: 
 

Amber 
Green 
 

 Support and Development of 
Fèisean 

Enhancement of Skills & 
Creative Talent 

Enhancement of Gaelic Arts & 
Culture in Creative Learning 

Audience Development 
and Engagement 

Governance and Staffing 

  
Ref  Programme 

Plan 
Measure 

Progress Status 

Creative Scotland Ambition 
Excellence and experimentation across the arts, screen and creative industries is recognised and valued 
CS1 Funding for new developments through a Fèis Development 

Fund. 
 The inaugural Fèis Thatha, held in Perthshire, was supported in Q2.  

 
CS2 If funding allows, strategic support for Fèisean wishing to 

expand and sustain a year-round programme of work. 
 We work to support Fèisean who offer year-round programmes with additional 

finance where that is needed.  
We will be supporting an additional programme being organised by Fèis Bharraigh 
to celebrate its 40th anniversary. 

 
 

CS3 Support for new and experimental work in the Gaelic arts.  Jo MacDonald was offered a commission to put together a Gaelic medium show 
featuring songs of love and loss – Gaol no Gonadh? – which was performed at four 
venues during Blas in November.  See BnG2.3 below. 
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CS4 Support for new Gaelic song writing.  There has been no activity to the end of Q3.  
CS5 Opportunities for artists to develop writing skills through new 

commissions. 
 See CS3 and CS12. 

We will be commissioning a new Gaelic song to add to the traditional ones 
published weekly as part of the 2020 Coasts and Waters project. 

 
 

CS6 The organisation of an annual Gaelic Drama Summer School.  The annual Gaelic Drama Summer School took place in Portree from 8 to 20 July 
with 18 participants under the direction of Mairi Morrison and Angus Macleod with 
support from a creative supervisory team and guest workshop leaders. 

 

Everyone can access and enjoy artistic and creative experiences  
CS7 Regular funding for Fèis activities through a Grants Scheme 

for Fèisean with a commitment to paying tutors MU minimum 
rates if sufficient funding is available. 

 46 Fèisean have been offered a total of £198,348 through the Grants Scheme and 
we have again emphasised that Fèisean should be aware of MU rates and working 
towards paying those to tutors.  
Comhairle nan Eilean Siar now funds Fèisean directly with £11,200, accounting for 
the reduction in the total from our scheme. 
The Highland Council provided us with funds in December which enabled us to 
pay their portion of grant to local Fèisean. 

 

CS8 The lending of instruments for free use at the Fèisean from 
our Musical Instrument Bank. 

 Demand is still high during the time of the Fèisean and we a have a number of 
instruments hired out at other times of the year which produce some income. As 
the instruments are getting older, repairs are more costly and we may need to 
invest in some new instruments soon. 

 

CS9 The central administration of a PVG scheme to ensure 
protection for children and vulnerable adults. 

 This continues to be done centrally and we continue to carry out disclosure checks 
for individual Fèisean.  74 were done to the end of Q3. 

 

CS10 Provision of additional financial assistance, where required, to 
ensure access for those with additional support needs. 

 Additional funding is available on demand for carers and/or additional tutors to 
ensure access for young people with additional support needs.  Four Fèisean 
required support to the end of Q3.  

 

CS11 Regular engagement with local Fèisean through Lead 
Officers, an annual conference and regional gatherings, as 
appropriate. 

 Development Officers communicate regularly with their portfolio of Fèisean.  
Recent staff changes may result in alterations to the Fèisean they each cover. The 
absence of sufficient funding for an officer has meant arrangements for looking 
after the Western Isles Fèisean from within the team. 
Our AGM and conference was held in Inverness on 27 and 28 September with Kate 
Forbes MSP, Minister for Public Finance and Digital Economy, as guest speaker.  
There was a range of workshops and useful sessions on the Saturday morning, 
culminating in a conversation between Calum Alex Macmillan and Rona Lightfoot 
which was streamed live on FèisTV.  

 

CS12 Drama workshops and programmes with Meanbh-Chuileag 
(Gaelic medium or Gaelic related). 

 Meanbh-Chuileag toured a play on the climate crisis, written by Angus Macleod, 
with 47 performances in 75 schools involving 1,300 pupils. 

 

CS13 Gaelic language work at Fèisean with Sgioba G.  Gaelic resources were prepared for and provided to two Fèisean which requested 
assistance. 
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CS14 Development and delivery of a series of early years Gaelic 
medium arts activities including music, song, drama and 
puppetry. 

 Our Early Years initiative, Hùb Hàb, toured 18 cròileagan/sgoiltean-àraich/schools 
with 786 children involved. 

 

CS15 Mini-Fèisean in schools and communities to ensure 
knowledge of and participation in Gaelic culture. 

 A mini-Fèis was held for all S1 pupils in Portree High School at the end of June – an 
annual event which has an impact on pupils’ language choices in the school. 

 

CS16 Continuation of support for local Fèis performances.  Each Fèis has at least one public performance - most have two – costs of which are 
supported through the Grants Scheme. 

 

CS17 If funding allows, continue to run a Traditional Arts Small 
Grants Scheme on behalf of Creative Scotland. 

 Fèisean nan Gàidheal is running the Tasgadh fund again in 2019-20 with an 
additional £35k from Creative Scotland, £31.5k of which will be distributed in 
grants.  At the end of December, two rounds had resulted 23 grants being awarded 
totalling £17,361 towards projects worth a total of £82,024. 

 

Places and quality of life are transformed through imagination, ambition and an understanding of the potential of creativity  
CS18 Continue support for local organisers paid through 

Annualised Hours as part of our Grants Scheme for Fèisean. 
 £11.5k has been offered to Fèisean to employ local administrators, equating to 0.7 

FTE. 
 

CS19 Assistance for community groups wishing to establish new 
Fèisean. 

 The most recent application for membership was from Fèis Thatha which held its 
first event in Aberfeldy in September 2019.   
We have also had interest from a group in Ayrshire wishing to establish a Fèis. 
Under the banner of Fèis an Earraich, Fèis na Linne will go ahead through the 
medium of Gaelic at Sabhal Mòr Ostaig. 

 

CS20 Participation in initiatives that will lead to employment for 
young people in the arts and creativity. 

 27 of our Cèilidh Trail participants secured NPAs in Performance and Sound 
Production during their time at Fèis Alba. 
The Cèilidh Trails offer employment to young people.   
Many of our tutors, or shadow tutors, are young people who secure regular 
employment at Fèisean.   
Fèisgoil employs at least 25 tutors, many of whom are students.  For some, wishing 
to go into teaching, it is a valuable personal development experience. 
The Blas Festival offered employment opportunities to a number of young 
musicians. 
Young actor, Zander Donaldson, was employed for the 2019 Panto. 

 

CS21 Organisation and development of the annual Blas Festival 
including a new commission and expansion into new areas. 

 Other Blas funders had agreed at an earlier stage that we could run a festival in 
November instead of September.  Following a meeting with The Highland Council 
on 3 September, where it was confirmed we could proceed, the 2019 Blas Festival 
took place between 22 and 30 November.  
The festival consisted of 30 main concerts and 28 song and drama sessions in 
schools across Highland and the Outer Hebrides. Gaol no Gonadh? was a Gaelic 
medium commission which played in 4 venues. 

 

CS22 Residential opportunities for Gaelic arts and community 
activities delivered in Gaelic. 

 5 Latha took place in April with 15 participants and around 100 people attending 
the community cèilidh.   
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Our Guth na nGael partners were in Scotland in June when they took part in a 
weekend of activities and came across to another weekend in Uist in October.  
The Gaelic Drama Summer School took place in July.  See CS6. 

Ideas are brought to life by a diverse, skilled and connected leadership and workforce  
CS23 The continuation of strategic and practical support through a 

network of Development Officers each with a portfolio of 
Fèisean. 

 Each of our Development Officers has a portfolio of Fèisean they support.  The 
team is flexible and they assist each other at peak times as well as taking the lead 
on certain projects such as Cèilidh Trails and Fuaran.  They are involved in a wide 
range of developments for individual Fèisean and actively involved in raising funds 
additional to Fèisean nan Gàidheal’s grants. 

 

CS24 Development and revision of policies that should be adopted 
across the Fèis movement to ensure high quality organisation 
and provision of arts activities. 

 Fèisean nan Gàidheal continues to develop a range of policies, most of which are 
available for adoption by individual Fèisean.  Several were revised over the past 
year and this work will be continuous.  

 

CS25 Provision of insurance giving Fèisean public liability cover and 
cover for all aspects of their arts activities. 

 Insurance is provided for all Fèisean as part of their membership package which 
covers all risks relating to their activities. 

 

CS26 Regular training available on demand for Fèis organisers to 
ensure they have the skills to run their events as 
professionally as possible. 

 To date, 105 Fèis organisers were involved in 22 training sessions.  Support will 
continue to be available as required.   

 

CS27 Regular training for the staff of Fèisean nan Gàidheal and 
individual Fèisean. 

 There have been 9 training sessions involving 9 members of staff.  

CS28 Assistance with creative writing through drama work and 
bespoke courses. 

 Creative writing formed part of the Sgoil Shamhraidh Dràma activities, which took 
place in July.   
Our Drama Officer, Angus Macleod, has developed his own writing skills through 
Meanbh-Chuileag and Hùb Hàb productions as well as the Gaelic Panto. 

 

CS29 Participation in cooperative working to offer further 
progression to individual young people. 

 Fèisean nan Gàidheal supports local Fèisean to run a variety of year-round classes, 
workshops and one-off masterclasses.  
Collaborative work is going on through the Traditional Music Forum, An Comunn 
Gàidhealach, Comunn na Gàidhlig, Comhairle nan Leabhraichean, Donald John 
MacKay Trust, Simon MacKenzie Trust, Hands Up for Trad, Film G and the Music 
Education Partnership Group. 
Cèilidh Trail participants had the opportunity to gain a NPA through West Highland 
College in Performance and Sound Production. 
The Fuaran singers gain a variety of skills from the project including collecting, 
transcribing, recording and performing. 
Finlay MacLennan is on a YoungScot placement to get a flavour of what is involved 
in working in an organisation like Fèisean nan Gàidheal. 
The participants in 5 Latha gain a variety of skills in crofting, fishing, cooking as well 
as musical and performance skills. 
3 young people and 6 students from Glasgow College had an opportunity to work 
on FèisTV at the Mòd. 
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Scotland is a distinctive creative nation connected to the world  
CS30 Assistance with the implementation by the Fèisean of our 

Gaelic Language Policy. 
 The implementation of our Gaelic Policy is a condition of grant funding. 

We offer help to Fèisean with translations, training and bilingual publicity materials 
on demand, as well as Gaelic language activities organised for them by Sgioba G, 
where required. 
We have twice this year reiterated to Fèisean the importance of Gaelic use, as well 
as the importance of ensuring Gaelic song and Gaelic drama are available as 
discipline choices. 
Gaelic language training will be available for tutors and organisers later in the year. 

 

CS31 Support for summer Fèis Cèilidh Trails.  In summer 2019 there were 6 Fèis Cèilidh Trails funded by Fèisean nan Gàidheal 
who played to nearly 8,500 people.  Fèis Rois ran a further 3 Cèilidh Trails, funded 
independently. 

 

CS32 Organisation and development of the annual Blas Festival 
including a new commission and expansion into new areas. 

 See CS21 above.  

CS33 Promoting Fèis participation in national events and themed 
years. 

 We are undertaking a year-long Gaelic song project for the 2020 Year of Coasts and 
Waters which will involve Gaelic singers from the Fèisean as well as some more 
established singers. The project is being funded by the Scottish Government and 
Jo MacDonald has been contracted to deliver the text for the songs and relevant 
background information.  New recordings of all the songs will be commissioned. 

 

CS34 Participating in showcasing opportunities in Scotland and 
abroad as and when opportunities arise or can be created 

 Fèisean nan Gàidheal organised Gaelic activities at The Gathering in Inverness. 
Fèis Inbhir Narainn took part in the Belladrum festival. 
A group from Fèis an Earraich took part in an international dance festival in 
Paderborn, Germany as well as SkyeLive in September. 
A number of former and current Fèis participants took part in the Scottish Pavilion 
programme organised by Fèis Rois at Festival interceltique de Lorient. 
Fèis Lochabair Cèilidh Trail provided music at the Camanachd Cup Final in 
September and Hùb Hàb provided workshops for children. 
Six of the Fuaran singers took part in Celtic Colours in Cape Breton in October. 
A number of Fèisean took part in the Blas Festival in November. 
During 2019 our work helped promote UNESCO’s 2019 International Year of 
Indigenous Languages and we were involved with St Andrew’s Fair Saturday. 

 

CS35 Ensuring our work is available to a wide audience through 
various media. 

 More and more of our work is featured on social media and there is now a good 
number of events on our FèisTV YouTube channel.   
We continue to live stream events on FèisTV.  In addition to concerts from Fèis Air 
an Oir and Fèis Rois in the summer (with 768 viewers), there were 6 streams from 
the Cèilidh Trails (with 12,296 viewers). 
We streamed events from the National Mòd in October as well as a daily round-up 
programme which were watched by 5,954 people. 
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1,823 people watched 4 Blas events streamed live in November and one concert 
was broadcast by BBC Radio nan Gàidheal at New Year. 
We had hoped the first series of ‘Oide’ online lessons would be available online by 
the end of September, but we were let down by the company working on the 
website.  Issues remain but there has been progress and we hope to get this up 
and running early in the New Year. 
BBC ALBA is currently broadcasting several half-hour programmes from the 2018 
Blas Festival. 

Creative Scotland Connecting Themes  
Creative Learning: We want to be a learning organisation and encourage others to do the same. Learning is fundamental to ensuring that future generations are 
equipped to build on today’s successes as well as innovate on their own terms. 
CS36 Regular training in teaching skills for tutors allowing them to 

progress through various levels and, where possible, gain 
accreditation. 

 47 tutors took part in 6 training sessions to the end of Q3.  

CS37 Regular Gaelic language training for Fèis tutors to ensure an 
increase in Gaelic use in line with the implementation of our 
Gaelic policy. 

 47 tutors took part in 2 training sessions to the end of Q3. 
Gaelic language training for tutors will be taking place in February and March 2020. 

 

CS38 Initiatives to include more young people in decision-making.  We hope to build on the positive experience we had during the 2019 Year of 
Young People and have agreed a process for ensuring young people can be 
elected to the Board of Fèisean nan Gàidheal.  Places have been advertised and 
nominations received. 

 

CS39 Utilise the talents of young people in developing and running 
events in particular, but not exclusively, during the 2018 Year 
of Young People and thereafter. 

 See CS38.  

CS40 Provision of digitisation, collecting and transcribing skills for 
young people. 

 Songs have been recorded by the second group of singers involved in Fuaran and 
those skills have been utilised by the young people involved.   

 

CS41 Provision of performance skills training for young people.  All Fèis participants and young people who participate in our drama work gain 
performance skills. 
Cèilidh Trail participants underwent a week of intensive training at Fèis Alba in July, 
preceded by some weekend training events in their own localities and 
performance skills were included in that. 
4 young tutors took part in a vocal support training session.  
Young actor, Zander Donaldson, was a member of the 2019 Panto team and 
gained performance and Gaelic skills from his participation. 

 

CS42 Provision of music business skills training for young people.  Elements of this were built into Fèis Alba in July and we will offer further training, 
as necessary. 

 

CS43 Promotion of Fèisgoil as a coherent service offering creative 
learning opportunities across a number of art forms. 

 To the end of Q3 Fèisgoil delivered 1,084 Blasad Gàidhlig language classes in two 
local authority areas involving 25 tutors, 14 schools and 2,525 pupils. 
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CS44 Traditional Music classes in schools though the Youth Music 
Initiative (YMI) and other programmes such as Mòd 
Academies. 

 Traditional Music tuition in all Highland Council primary schools has continued 
from August 2019 with the renewal of our agreement with High Life Highland. 
We worked again with An Comunn Gàidhealach on the Mòd Academy with 
children in 15 schools offered 560 preparatory lessons for local mòds and in 
advance of the National Mòd in Glasgow. 

 

CS45 Deliver Blasad Gàidhlig - programmes for schools requiring an 
introduction to Gaelic language and public bodies requiring 
Gaelic awareness training. 

 See CS43 for Blasad Gàidhlig. 
Fèisean nan Gàidheal worked with O is for Hoolet delivering Gaelic Awareness 
training for Historic Environment Scotland in April. 
Two half-day sessions in Gaelic Awareness were delivered to 16 staff at the 
National Libraries of Scotland in September. 
Eden Court Theatre are due to have Gaelic Awareness training in January. 

 

CS46 Establishment of Beairteas – a scheme to match Gaelic 
speakers with schools and community groups to enrich 
language and cultural experiences. 

 This new scheme has been established and some pilot projects were held with 
Margaret Stewart in 4 schools offering 8 sessions to 105 pupils.   
Ruairidh MacLean and Murdo Campbell have been working with 180 pupils in 
Inverness schools and a Beairteas Café has been established in Inverness to 
encourage young people to engage regularly with Gaelic-speaking adults. 
Murdo Beaton is due to visit Skye schools in February. 

 

CS47 Residential opportunities for community activities delivered 
in Gaelic. 

 5 Latha took place in April with 15 Gaelic speaking participants who undertook a 
range of activities all through the medium of Gaelic.  

 

CS48 CPD in Gaelic arts and culture for school teachers.  The Fèisgoil Manager did a presentation to teachers at An t-Alltan but more activity 
could be undertaken if opportunities arise. 
The Fèisgoil Manager also attended the Scottish Learning Festival in September. 

 

Equalities and Diversity: We aim to put equalities and diversity at the heart of all our activity enabling people from different backgrounds, from diverse communities and 
of all ages to access increased opportunity through access to arts and culture 
CS49 Further development of Gaelic medium Fèisean.  Around 50% of Fèisean have now increased their Gaelic medium work, particularly 

with early years groups.  Most of the newer Fèisean are more aware of the need to 
support Gaelic medium education and offer classes in Gaelic, where possible. 
Fèis na Linne will be entirely Gaelic medium. 

 

CS50 Development of a new Equalities Diversity and Inclusion Plan 
for 2018-21 building on experience from implementing the 
2015-18 plan. 

 We continue to deliver our 2018-21 Equalities, Diversity and Inclusion Plan.  We 
offered an annual report to the Board at their September meeting and have been 
making steady progress.  

 

Environment: Climate change is one of the most significant challenges that faces us today. We want to ensure that we work in as sustainable a manner as possible and 
that the arts, screen and creative industries in Scotland do the same 
CS51 Continue to record carbon emissions.  Staff and Board members routinely record carbon emissions as do tutors employed 

directly by Fèisean nan Gàidheal.  We also collect a lot of carbon use data 
connected to our offices.   

 

CS52 Develop a Carbon Management Plan for 2018-21.  The actions for 2018-19 in our Carbon Management Plan were delivered in full and 
we expect to progress the 2019-20 actions in full also. 
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We offered an annual report to the Board at their December meeting and our plan 
implementation was scored at 12 (out of 15) by Creative Carbon Scotland.  

Digital: Digital technology offers exciting opportunities for creativity, society and the economy in Scotland  
CS53 Dissemination of news through our website, to media 

contacts and through regular, digital newsletters. 
 The majority of our communication is now carried out digitally.  Newsletters are 

distributed electronically and we use our website, social media and Mailchimp to 
promote events and other initiatives digitally. 

 

CS54 Production of new Gaelic and traditional music resources.  See CS35 for ‘Oide’.  
CS55 Digitisation of existing teaching and other resources to 

ensure greater access to them. 
 Progress has been made with the digitisation of teaching resources and we expect 

Ceòl nam Fèis 1 and 2 to be available as content-rich e-books in the New Year. 
 

CS56 The collection and digitisation of traditional Gaelic songs.  A further cohort of young Gaelic singers have recorded songs for Fuaran and these 
will be available online before 31.03.2020.   
Cèilidh Trail groups are required to research and use Gaelic songs and tunes for 
their locality. 
Our 2020 Year of Coasts and Water project will add considerably to our online 
collection creating an excellent Gaelic resource. 

 

CS57 Launch downloadable app that will promote events and be a 
Gaelic learning tool. 

 This is now available here (Apple App Store) and here (Android).  

CS58 Ensuring our work is available to a wide audience through 
various media, in particular FèisTV. 

 See CS35.   

Quantitative Information  
Jobs created/retained FTE 
(84.5/21) 

68.6 Inward investment/public 
sector leverage to HIE area 
(£4.4m) 

£1,174,430 Increase in turnover (£360k) £208,898 Number of volunteers (640) 511 

Grants to Fèisean £245,744 Other Grants £17,361 Participants/Learners in Fèis 
Activities 

10,865 Audience at Fèis concerts & other 
events 

7,372 

Cultural events staged 
(1,441) 

648 Accredited skills 
development programmes 
delivered (264) 

22 Improved conditions for 
sectoral growth (1) 

0 Products/processes 
developed (4) 

1 

New/Improved 
services/amenities (3) 

2 Industry wide business 
collaboration projects 
completed (1) 

1 Community infrastructure 
projects completed (2) 

2 Community groups/individual 
Fèisean located in HIE with increased 
capacity (40) 

13 

Projects supporting the 
Gaelic economy (1) 

1 Sector policy outcomes 
delivered (5) 

0 Academic infrastructure 
projects completed (1) 

0 International Work 6 

HIE Deliverables 
Enhancement of Gaelic arts and culture in creative learning/Fèisgoil service 
HIE1 Continued promotion of Fèisgoil as a coherent service 

offering creative learning opportunities across a number of 
art forms. 

 See CS43 and CS44 above.  
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HIE2 Tours in Gaelic of historical and heritage sites across Scotland.  No activity to end of Q3.  
HIE3 Supporting active participation for early years groups through 

Hùb Hàb. 
 See CS14 above.  

HIE4 Gaelic song and Gaelic related drama in schools where Gaelic 
is not taught to ensure children gain knowledge of Gaelic 
language and culture. 

 See CS15 and CS44 above.  

HIE5 Provide residential opportunities for community activities 
delivered in Gaelic. 

 See CS22 above.  

HIE6 Professional learning opportunities in Gaelic arts and culture 
within mainstream education. 

 See CS42 above.  

HIE7 Gaelic translation and proof reading for the Fèisean.  Assistance with straightforward Gaelic translations and proofing is offered to 
Fèisean on a regular basis in pursuit of delivery of our Gaelic Language Policy.   

 

HIE8 Deliver traditional Music in schools though the Youth Music 
Initiative (YMI) and other programmes such as Mòd 
Academies. 

 See CS44 above.  

HIE9 Establishment of Beairteas – a scheme to match Gaelic 
speakers with schools and community groups to enrich 
language and cultural experiences. 

 See CS46 above.  

HIE10 Establish Blasad Gàidhlig - programmes for schools requiring 
an introduction to Gaelic language and public bodies 
requiring Gaelic awareness training. 

 See CS43 above.  

HIE11 Establish a new initiative supporting Gaelic drama workshops 
and performance programmes for Gaelic learners. 

 The ‘Sporan’ initiative took place in Lewis and Inverness between 25 and 29 
November. 28 workshops/performances were delivered in 20 schools with 679 
pupils who are learning Gaelic.   

 

Support and development of Fèisean 
HIE12 Provide funding for Fèis activities through a Fèisean Grants 

Scheme. 
 See CS7 above.  

HIE13 Continuation of strategic and practical support through a 
network of Development Officers each with a portfolio of 
Fèisean. 

 See CS23 above.  

HIE14 Capacity building support to community groups to establish 
new and develop existing Fèisean. 

 See CS2 and CS19 above.  

HIE15 Further development of Gaelic medium Fèisean.  See CS49 above.  
HIE16 Lending of musical instruments for free use at Fèisean 

through our Musical Instrument Bank. 
 See CS8 above.  

HIE17 Initiatives to include more young people in decision-making 
within the Fèisean. 

 See CS38 above.  
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HIE18 Digitisation of existing teaching and other resources to 
ensure greater access to them. 

 See CS54 above.  

HIE19 Support for new and experimental work in the Gaelic arts, in 
particular develop disciplines under-represented in the 
Fèisean, and collection and digitisation of traditional creative 
art works. 

 See CS3 and CS56 above.  

HIE20 Provision of specialist assistance to ensure access for those 
with additional support needs. 

 See CS10 above.  

Enhancement of skills and creative talent / youth employment 
HIE21 Regular training in teaching skills for tutors allowing them to 

progress through various levels and, where possible, gain 
accreditation. 

 See CS29 above.  

HIE22 Regular training for staff, volunteers and individual Fèisean in 
the areas of fund-raising, governance, ICT, child protection, 
Gaelic language and first aid. 

 See CS26 above.  

HIE23 Provision of performance skills training for young people  See CS41 above.  
HIE24 Support recognition for young Fèis participants through 

schemes such as the Duke of Edinburgh Awards, Arts Awards 
and Saltire Awards. 

 See CS29 above.  

HIE25 Provision of business skills training for young people.  See CS42 above.  
HIE26 Commercial opportunities for artists to capitalise on creative 

skills base through new commissions. 
 See CS5 above.  

HIE27 Provide skills development initiatives that will lead to 
employment for young people in the arts and creativity. 

 See CS36 above.  

HIE28 Provision of digitisation, collecting and transcribing skills for 
young people. 

 See CS40 above.  

HIE29 Engage young people in developing and running events in 
particular, but not exclusively, during the 2018 Year of Young 
People and thereafter. 

 See CS39 above.  

HIE30 Address creative disciplines and skills under-represented in 
the Fèisean through specialist sector events, engaging with 
creative experts to share skills and best practice. 

 See CS37 above.  Voice production and technique training has been offered to 
singing tutors. 

 

Audience development and engagement/cultural tourism 
HIE31 Continuation of support for summer Fèis Ceilidh Trails.  See CS31 above.    
HIE32 Organisation of and development of the annual Blas Festival.  See CS21 above.  
HIE33 Launch downloadable app that will promote events and be a 

Gaelic learning tool. 
 See CS57 above.  
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HIE34 Use digital technologies to grow customer base, such as 
creating new digital ticketing service. 

 We used an online ticketing system for Blas which allowed us to engage with 
customers thereafter to gather feedback. We have also introduced online grant 
forms and claim forms and are offer online applications for Tasgadh too. 

 

HIE35 Support regional and international residential opportunities 
for young people to engage in creative learning programmes. 

 See CS22 above.  
Fèisean nan Gàidheal’s CEO presented to an international conference in Cape 
Breton in October - A’ Chànain Cheòlmhor. 
Fèisean nan Gàidheal is one of the founder members of the International Folk 
Network which held its first gathering in Brussels in November. 
We have been a member of Amateo for the past year which we expect will offer 
international opportunities for our young people in 2020. 

 

HIE36 Deliver annual Gaelic Drama Summer School.  See CS6 above.  
HIE37 Residential opportunities for Gaelic arts and community 

activities delivered in Gaelic. 
 See CS22 above.  

HIE38 Promoting Fèis participation in national events and themed 
years with a special series of events for the 2018 Year of 
Young People. 

 See CS33 above.  

HIE39 Participate in showcasing opportunities in Scotland and 
abroad. 

 See CS34 above.  

HIE40 Develop FèisTV, and grow strategic collaboration with BBC 
and BBC Alba to support new creative content for screen and 
broadcast sector. 

 See CS35 and CS58 above regarding FèisTV.   
BBC Radio nan Gàidheal broadcast Chrissie Denny’s Cèilidh from Barra recorded 
during the Blas Festival. 
The CEO has been in further discussion with MG ALBA regarding collaboration 
with, and support for, FèisTV.  A  meeting is due to take place in February to discuss 
this further. 

 

HIE41 Continued operation of Tasgadh - traditional small grants 
programme. 

 See CS17 above. 
We have been approached by Creative Scotland to operate another grants 
programme on its behalf.  If this goes ahead, details will be available in Q4. 

 

Bòrd na Gàidhlig Deliverables 
BnG1.1 Support at least 44 Fèisean across Scotland, with grants, 

training, insurance, musical instruments and Gaelic skills 
training. 

 46 Fèisean are being supported regularly by Fèisean nan Gàidheal in 2019-20 and 
there will be a new member, Fèis Thatha, holding its first event in September in 
Perthshire.   
There is also interest from a group in Ayrshire in establishing a Fèis. 
See CS1, CS2, CS7, CS8, CS9, CS10, CS11, CS18 and CS19 above. 

 

BnG1.2 Deliver at least 500 Blasad Gàidhlig sessions for pupils in 
schools where Gaelic Learner Education is available. 

 See CS43 above. 
1,028 sessions have been delivered to 2,525 pupils in Glasgow and Falkirk, 
providing employment for 25 tutors. 

 

BnG1.3 Deliver at least 4 Gaelic training sessions for tutors and staff.  The Fèisean nan Gàidheal team have all registered for an online Gaelic grammar 
course with Lews Castle College. 
Gaelic training sessions for tutors will be going ahead in February and March. 
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BnG1.4 Attract at least 15 participants to 5 Latha.  See CS47 above.  
BnG1.5 50 preparatory sessions for pupils in GME to take part in local 

mòds or the Royal National Mòd.  
 See CS44 above.    

BnG1.6 20 sessions for early years groups.  21 Fèisean worked with early years groups to the end of Q3. 
Fèisean nan Gàidheal also organised a Hùb Hàb tour which delivered 38 sessions in 
18 pre-school groups with 786 pupils. 

 

BnG1.7 6-week drama performance tour of GM schools and a 2-week 
tour of schools where Gaelic is taught as a second language.  

 A Meanbh-Chuileag tour took place between September and October.  Climate 
change was the subject of the play entitled Rabhadh with 47 performances in 75 
schools involving 1,300 pupils. 
See HIE11above  for the ‘Sporan’ learners’ initiative. 

 

BnG2.1 30 school sessions as part of the Blas Festival.   See CS21 above.  
BnG2.2 30 concerts in the Blas Festival.  See CS21 above.  
BnG2.3 Offer a new commission to a musician with 4 performances.  Jo MacDonald was invited to devise a new Gaelic medium performance Gaol no 

Gonadh? to be performed at Blas in November.  The commissioned piece lasted 75 
minutes with Jo explaining songs on the subject of love and loss, sung by Margaret 
Stewart and Ewen Henderson. 

 

BnG3.1 Deliver at least 80 Gaelic drama sessions in schools.  141 drama sessions have been delivered in primary schools to the end of Q3.  
BnG3.2 Attract at least 15 participants to the Sgoil Shamhraidh 

Dràma. 
 See CS6 above. 

A public performance with the title Abair Sgudal was organised which dealt with 
opinions and habits relating to recycling and the environment. 

 

BnG3.3 Develop a Gaelic pantomime with a tour round 3 Gaelic 
medium schools. 

 Peadar Dan agus am Mapa-ionmhais toured Gaelic schools and departments across 
Scotland between 22 November and 13 December with 23 performances for 39 
schools. 

 

BnG4.1 Stream 6 live events on Fèis TV.  See CS35 above.  
BnG4.2 Development of digital resources with evidence of at least a 

5% increase in users from the previous year.  
 See CS35 above. 

We do not have statistics as yet for 2019-20 against which an increase can be 
measured. 

 

BnG5 Implementation of the organisation’s Gaelic Policy, with 
confirmation of Gaelic as the daily working language of the 
organisation. 

 This is ongoing, daily work.  Fèisean nan Gàidheal operates through the medium of 
Gaelic and that is apparent through, for example, the papers prepared for board 
meetings and in our social media activity and print materials. 

 

BnG6.1 6-monthly report on how the Bòrd na Gàidhlig funding has 
been spent. 

 A report on the first six months was made available to Bòrd na Gàidhlig in October.  
 

 

BnG6.2 6-monthly report on the up-to-date financial situation of 
Fèisean nan Gàidheal.  

 This was made available to Bòrd na Gàidhlig in October but the accounts for the 
first 9 months are included as part of this report. 

 

BnG7 6-monthly report on the risks affecting the organisation, with 
details of mitigating actions. 

 This was made available to Bòrd na Gàidhlig in October.  

BnG8.1 Acknowledging the support of Bòrd na Gàidhlig in all 
projects, with evidence every 6 months. 

 Evidence was made available to Bòrd na Gàidhlig in October but the Bòrd’s support 
is acknowledged in all our printed materials and in social media activity.  
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BnG8.2 Evidence of regular discussions with the Bòrd’s Advisor on 
Arts and Culture. 

 Fèisean nan Gàidheal’s CEO communicates quite regularly with the Bòrd’s Advisor 
on Arts and Culture and met with him formally in November. 
Fèisean nan Gàidheal’s Development Manager and Fèisgoil Manager have met 
twice with him on 3 June and 3 September. 

 

BnG8.3 Evidence of contact with Comunn na Gàidhlig lomairtean 
officers. 

 There is regular work going on with Iomairtean officers, for example through the 
support of Comann nam Pàrant in Portree and the Uig (Lewis) community Fèis Day.   
The Uist Iomairt Officer was involved with the Guth na nGael weekend in October. 
Iomairtean Officers assist Fèisean in their areas, for example in South Uist, Barra 
and Mull. 
We expect to work with Spòrs Gàidhlig at some point but this was delayed slightly 
because of the uncertainty about funding. 
Fèisean nan Gàidheal staff record the hours they spend on Iomairtean work. 

 

BnG8.4 Publish at least six press releases to publicise the 
organisation’s work and to acknowledge the support of the 
Bòrd. 

 A number of press releases have been published and further information will be 
available to Bòrd na Gàidhlig in February. 

 

BnG8.5 Press releases be submitted to the Bòrd’s communications 
team to give the Bòrd an opportunity to add 
quotes/information. 

 This happens when appropriate and where there is funding from the Bòrd for a 
specific project, for example the publication of the Blas Festival programme. 

 

BnG8.6 Information on any changes to membership of the 
organisation’s board or staff. 

 We have two new staff members – a Project Officer (new post) and a new 
Development Officer (Fèisean).   
We still require to recruit a replacement Business Officer/Administrator.   
There will be changes in the board make-up this year with four members standing 
down having served the maximum term permissible.  An election will be held and 
we will keep Bòrd na Gàidhlig informed of changes. 

 

BnG8.7 Minutes of board meetings to be submitted to Bòrd na 
Gàidhlig once prepared.  

 Bòrd na Gàidhlig is sent copies of all board papers regularly which include the 
minutes from meetings. 

 

BnG8.8 Copies of the organisation’s annual report and annual 
accounts to be submitted to Bòrd na Gàidhlig once published. 

 The annual report and accounts were published in September and circulated 
widely with Bòrd na Gàidhlig officers included. 

 

BnG8.9 Regular updates to the organisation’s website and social 
media with information on its work. 

 This happens daily.  

BnG9.1 Using Gaelic 
• More opportunities for people to use their Gaelic skills 
• More people agree with the phrase, “Gaelic makes a 

difference to my life." 

 Opportunities are created through our programme of work.  There is work still to 
be done in gathering evidence through our evaluation processes.  Further 
information will be available to Bòrd na Gàidhlig in February. 

 

BnG9.2 Learning Gaelic 
• More children taking part in early years sessions 
• More opportunities for people to improve their Gaelic 
• More people agree with the phrase, "I have improved my 

Gaelic skills." 

 This work has been taking place through our programme and further information 
will be available to Bòrd na Gàidhlig in February.  
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BnG9.3 Promoting Gaelic 
• Ensuring that Gaelic is recognized as part of Scotland’s 

national identity, an open national, multi-cultural 
identity. 

• More people agree with the phrase, "Gaelic is important 
to Scotland." 

 Everything in which Fèisean nan Gàidheal is involved promotes Gaelic.  Evidence 
will be available to Bòrd na Gàidhlig in February. 

 

BnG10 Promote the following themed years and the place of Gaelic 
in them as part of our promotion: 
• 2019: UNESCO Year of Minority Languages 
• 2020: The Year of Scottish Coasts and Waters 
• 2021: The Year of Columba 
• 2022: The Year of Scotland’s Stories 

 We registered with UNESCO and used their logo to badge events as promoting the 
International Year of Indigenous Languages during 2019. 
Fèisean nan Gàidheal’s work was praised in a debate about the International Year 
of Indigenous Languages in the Scottish Parliament on 27 November 2019. 
 
See CS33 above for information about 2020. 

 

Highland Council Deliverables 
HC1 Service Level Agreement still to be received at end of Q3.  Unable to report on progress in the absence of a Service Level Agreement.  

However, Fèisean have received funding and other support and we ran the Blas 
Festival, which were the two main deliverables in previous agreements. 

 

Argyll & Bute Council Deliverables 
ABC1 Contribution to grants awarded  to the Argyll  & Bute Fèisean 

through  Feisean nan Gaidheal's Grants Scheme. 
 7 Argyll Fèisean have been offered £26,229 towards their 2019-20 activities, 

including a contribution from Argyll & Bute Council. 
 

ABC2 Contribution towards Feisean nan Gaidheal's programme of 
work in Argyll & Bute 

 Support was given to the Argyll Cèilidh Trail. 
Fèisean nan Gàidheal held a meeting of its Board in Oban in May 2019. 
Two of our Development Officers look after Argyll Fèisean - the equivalent of a 0.6 
FTE post.  One of them, Karen Oakley, gave a presentation on the work of the 
Fèisean to a meeting of the Oban, Lorn and Isles Community Planning Group in 
Oban on 13 November 2019. 
All other staff support Argyll Fèisean with a range of services. 
Schools in Argyll & Bute have benefitted from drama workshops, early years work 
through Hùb Hàb, the Meanbh-Chuileag tour and the Gaelic Panto tour visited 
schools in Argyll. 

 

 
Action Required 
Board members are asked to note the progress with our programme of work and discuss any issues arising from the report. 
 
 

Arthur Cormack 
Chief Executive 

March 2020 
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Fèisean nan Gàidheal 
Blas 2019 and 2020 
Agenda Item: 1.2020.02(b) 
 
 
Reason for Paper 
To provide information to Board members regarding the outcomes of Blas 2019 and plans for Blas 2020. 
 
 
Blas 2019 
The 2019 Blas Festival took place between 22-30 November with 29 events and a schools programme taking 
place across the Highlands and Western Isles. The festival had been postponed from its regular September dates 
due to uncertainty regarding Highland Council funding. This delay in funding confirmation led to a greatly reduced 
period of time to organise and programme the festival. Despite this, we delivered a strong programme with an 
excellent line up of Gaelic singers and musicians. 
 
Programme highlights included: 
• An event was held in Castlebay, Barra to celebrate the 80th birthday of Chrissie ‘Denny’ MacDonald. An event 

was held in Stornoway to celebrate the 80th birthday of Seonaidh Beag Macmillan and the 90th birthday of 
Donnie ‘Leody’ Macleod. 

• We worked in partnership with SEALL to deliver two events in the Isle of Skye as part of the Small Halls 
Festival. 

• We welcomed Dawn and Margie Beaton from Mabou, Cape Breton. They performed at 6 concerts and 
delivered two step-dance workshops.  

• This year’s commission ‘Gaol no Gonadh’ was created by Jo MacDonald. The commission was performed 4 
times with Jo giving background information the audiences about the Gaelic songs that were part of the 
concert which were sung by Margaret Stewart and Ewen Henderson. 

• In partnership with Urras an Eilein we organised a St Andrew’s Concert in Àros, Portree featuring Christine 
Primrose, Stuart Jackson, Alasdair Whyte, Allan Henderson, Mhairi Hall, Dr Angus MacDonald and 
participants from Fèis an Earraich 

• We organised 4 family cèilidhs 
• Gaelic singer Kathleen MacInnes performed with accompaniment from Mike Vass. 
• Musician and broadcaster Gary Innes appeared with his band at 3 events. 
• With support from Colm Cille we arranged for a Gaelic speaking musician and an Irish speaking musician to 

perform for school pupils, giving a musical and song performance as well as discussing opportunities each 
had had through the language. 

• We delivered an evening of piping in partnership with Càirdeas nam Pìobairean with performances on 
Highland pipes, small pipes and border pipes. 

• Singers involved in the Fèisean nan Gàidheal’s Fuaran project performed alongside tradition bearers Margaret 
Stewart and Rona Lightfoot 

• We took part in St Andrew’s Fair Saturday and collected money for HIMRA (Highland Migrant and Refugee 
Advocacy) and The Highlands Supports Refugees at events that took place on St Andrew’s day. 

• Through our Sporan project we delivered workshops in Highland schools and in Lewis that are teaching 
Gaelic as an additional language 

 
 
Blas Team 
In addition to the Fèisean nan Gàidheal staff who worked on delivering Blas, Chrissie MacRae was contracted as 
Blas Events Co-ordinator. Katie MacKenzie looked after news releases and press coverage and Janet MacVicar 
worked on social media channels. 
 
 
FèisTV 
There were 5 events livestreamed from Blas 2019, with a worldwide audience viewing our concerts. 
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Attendance and Audience Satisfaction 
 
Attendance Blas 2019 
Staff 12 
Volunteers 210 
Contractors 35 
Performers 347 
Audience 4,186 
FèisTV live audience 737 
Media 15 
Total 5,542 

 
 
Audience Satisfaction  
Value for money 98% 
Enjoyment of event 98% 
Use of Gaelic 92% 
Overall Festival Rating 96% 
  
  

 

A selection of quotes from our festival questionnaire 
Great and rare opportunity to listen to real Gaelic outwith class learning situations. 
 
The concert I attended was an absolute joy! It was wonderful to hear Kathleen MacInnes sing, so sensitively 
accompanied by Mike Vass. The rapport with the audience was great and the musicality sublime. 
 
I like the fact that you are using small local venues to host the concerts, much better experience than large 
venues, creates great atmosphere. 
 
You can see music acts locally bringing happiness to people in the highlands and islands where so little is usually 
on offer. And the musical acts are amazing. Thank you. 
  
Mòran taing airson tachartas a chur air dòigh ann am Barraigh. Bha an talla làn a’ sealltainn gu bheil iarrtas ann 
airson cuirmean Gàidhlig a bhith ann. 
 
Bha e cho math a bhi cluinntinn Gàidhlig bho na duine air an àrd-ùrlar agus bhon luchd-èisteachd cuideachd. 
Tapadh leibh gu dearbh. 
 
 
Blas 2020 
Although we have had no notification yet from The Highland Council regarding funding for Blas 2020, we have 
allocations in our budget from Creative Scotland, HIE and Bòrd na Gàidhlig. 
 
Therefore, a meeting of the Blas Programming Group is due to take place on Tuesday 3 March to begin planning 
for a festival to run between 4 and 12 September this year.  We shall begin planning based on known funding 
and add to the programme, if possible, once the council’s decision is known. 
 
 
Action Required 
Board members are asked to: 
(1) Note the outcomes of Blas 2019 and early plans for Blas 2020 
(2) Raise any questions they have in relation to the 2019 or 2020 festivals. 
 

 Calum A Macmillan 
Development Manager 

March 2020 
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Fèisean nan Gàidheal 
Fèisgoil 
Agenda item: 1.2020.02(c) 
 
 
Reason for the Paper 
To inform the Board members of the developments in the language, drama and music arms of Fèisgoil this 
quarter Dec 2019 – March 2020. 
 
 
Background 
The Fèisgoil service takes in all work undertaken by Fèisean nan gaidheal within schools in addition to providing 
other support to Local Authorities and Public Bodies aiming ot meet the requirements of their Gaelic Language 
Plan. 
 
 
Main Events 
Here is a summary of the main events in which Fèisgoil was involved this past quarter. 
 
Dràma 
 

Tours: Hùb Hàb: Duanagan Aodaichwritten, script & 3 new songs, by Drama Officer, Angus Macleod.  
 

1. Hùb Hàb 2020 Part 1: Hùb Hàb: Duanagan Aodaich:a development day, reahearsal week and 
first leg of the tour – still running and so numbers are what is expected  
 

Tutors involved Schools involved Sessions delivered Schoolchildren 
2 17 21+ a workshop  Tbc as still running 

  

Development work: Fèis Dhràma Sgìre Inbhir Nis; Sgoil Shàmhraidh 2020; Guidance for drama 
workers at fèisean; further information on these projects will be available in the next quarterly report 
 
Music 
 

1. YMI 2019-20: In partnership with High Life Highland and local fèisean Fèis an Earraich, Fèis Chataibh, Fèis 
Inbhir Narainn, Fèis Loch Abair, Fèis Rois and Fèis Spè, we deliver YMI sessions to all schools in Highland 
across the course of 8 weeks in the school year. These 8 weeks fall at different times in each of the fèis areas, 
depening on what suits local schools. All this year are now completed except for those in Fèis Inbhir Narainn 
schools which run this term. Fèis Phàislig also delivers YMI in Renfrewshire. 

2. Acadamaidh a Mhòid 2020 – in partnership with An Comunn Gàidhealach and The Highland Council we 
launched Mod Academy 2020 at Muirtown Primary School in Inverness on 24th February. We have ateam of 8 
tutors lined up and 8 of the 13 schools approached are on board with an expectation that school numbers will 
rise. We start delivery after the Easter holidays.  

 
Developing music resources: 
1. The Pasgan Blasad Gàidhlig resource includes songs  
2. Big Sing: MEPG – I prepared a song support folder as part of the new MEPG resource with the expectationof 

delivering part of a song workshop to 2000 children at the MEPG event Big Sing (date to be confirmed) in 
Glasgow.  

3. NYCOS: I attended a meeting with NYCoS staff about a potential new resource they are keen to develop, 
including Gaelic song. If funding becomes available they would like us to be involved in this new resource. 

 
Cànan 
 

Blasad Gàidhlig* – using any/all art forms from storytelling to songs, games etc  
 

1. Falkirk  
 

Teirm 3 school year 2019-20 still running, stats listed as expected 
 

Tutors involved Schools involved Sessions delivered Schoolchildren 
 8 8 412 1,146  
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Angus MacDonald MSP mentioned the work of Fèisgoil in a debate on Gaelic education held in the Scottish 
Parliament on 18 February, having visited Carron Primary in his Falkirk constituency to see the work going on. 
 
2. Glaschu 

 

Term 3 school year 2019/20 still running, stats listed as expected 
   

Tutors involved Schools involved Sessions delivered Schoolchildren 
7 6 454  1,214  

 

3. Edinburgh – taster day  (19.02.20; Eilidh Cormack delivering)   
 

Tutors involved Schools involved Sessions delivered Schoolchildren 
1 2 5  130 

 
 
Other language projects/events: 
Beairteas: an inter-generational project encouraging links between schools and community Gaelic speakers. 
Cafe Bheairteais took place twice during this quarter 07.02.20 & 06.03.20. We are keen to strengthen ties with 
local Care Homes.  
 

Beairteas in schools: Isle of Skye: Term 3 2019/20: Murchadh Peutan (Bun-sgoil Ghàidhlig Phort 
Righ) & Màrtainn Mac a Bhaillidh (Bun-sgoil an Ath Leathann): Specialist topics: Education in Africa; 
Duolingo, my life and Architecture 
  

Tutors involved Schools involved Sessions delivered Schoolchildren 
2 2 10   88 

 

Meanbh-fhèis 
Kilmarnock Academy 06.02.20 

 

Tutors involved Schools involved Sessions delivered Schoolchildren 
3 1 18   40+ 

 
 
Training   

1. 15.02.20: Eden Court. I attended a training day facilitated by Luminate Scotland including a workshop led by 
Age Concern, Scotland on the topic of Dementia Inclusivity.  

2. 25.02.20: A training session on using wireless microphones delivered by Barry Reid and attended by both 
myself & Angus Macleod as well as two of our touring contractors, Anna Macdonald and Catriona Nicolson.  

3. 28&29.03.20: FnG will host two days of training, one on Glasgow and one in Inverness with the theme of 
Strengthening Gaelic Through The Arts running through all workshops, including Song Games, Gaelic 
Awareness and Useful Phrases 

4. Cùrsa Gàidhlig: FnG staff are following the UHI Gaelic grammar course. I have completed two of the ten 
weeks to date.  
 

 
Fèisgoil work with Public Bodies  
Linda NicLeòid, on behalf of FnG, delivered Gaelic Awareness Training sessions to more than 30 Eden Court staff 
on 16.01.20  
 
 

Work with other organisations  
MEPG: I attended the MEPG meeting in Edinburgh on 04.02.20  
 
 

Action required 
Board members are asked to note the information regarding the completed and upcoming delivery of language, 
music and drama Fèisgoil developments. 
 

 Eilidh Mackenzie 
Fèisgoil Manager 

March 2020 
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Fèisean nan Gàidheal 
Tasgadh: Traditional Arts Small Grants 
Number on Agenda: 1.2020.02(e) 
 
 
Reason for paper 
To provide Board members with infomation on the Tasgadh grants scheme Fèisean nan Gàidheal is operating on 
behalf of Creative Scotland. 
 
 
Final Round for 2019-20 
The third deadline for 2019-20 grant applications was 31 January.  At that date, we had received 50 applications 
seeking grants totalling £42,201 towards projects worth £285,259, broken down by artform as follows: 
 
Dance 3 
Storytelling 8 
Music 33 
Multi-artform 6 
 
The panel met on 18 February to make decisions on the applications.  The following applicants were successful 
and we offered grants totalling £14,139 towards projects worth a total of £74,900. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Tasgadh 2020-21 
It is expected that Creative Scotland will want Tasgadh to continue and we await confirmation once the outcome 
of its own budget negotiations is known.  Due to demand on the fund, the panel has suggested Creative Scotland 
should increase the funding available. 
 
 
Action Required 
Board members are asked to note the grants awarded from the Tasgadh fund in the final round of 2019-20. 
 
 

 Arthur Cormack 
CEO 

March 2020 
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Fèisean nan Gàidheal 
Creative Scotland Annual Review 
Agenda Item: 1.2020.02(f) 
 
 
Reason for Paper 
Information for Board members on the annual review of our work carried out by Creative Scotland.   
 
 
Background 
Board members will recall that Creative Scotland has an review process in place which requires the completion of 
an annual report, based on outcomes agreed within our contract, followed by a formal annual meeting with our 
Lead Officer. 
 
 
2019 Meeting and Feedback Letter 
The meeting took place on 6 December, following the last Board meeting. 
 
The subsequent feedback letter from Siobhan Anderson, dated 6 February 2020, is in the following pages.  This 
confirms positive outcomes from last year’s work and our designation as an organisation at low risk, meaning we 
are operating in line with our plan, our agreement with Creative Scotland and within available finance. 
 
 
Action required 
Board members are asked to record their agreement with the feedback letter from Creative Scotland. 
 
 

 Arthur Cormack 
CEO 

March 2020 
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Arthur Cormack, 

Fèisean nan Gàidheal, 
Taigh a' Mhill  

Port Rìgh  
An t-Eilean Sgitheanach 

IV51 9BZ 
 

6/2/2020 

 

Dear Arthur, 

RFO ANNUAL FEEDBACK LETTER 

Following our Annual Review meeting on Friday 6th December, we enclose the 

Annual Feedback Letter. The document notes the progress that Fèisean nan 

Gàidheal is making against the agreed goals and milestones submitted as part 

of the Funding Agreement between your organisation and Creative Scotland for 

2019/20.   

This feedback has been informed by the Annual Review Report provided by 

your organisation and the subsequent Annual Review meeting and has also 

taken into account any other conversations, documents and information 

gathered over the year. 

We have used this information to:  

• Assess your progress against agreed development goals and milestones 

as detailed in the Funding Agreement  

• Understand your progress against the achievement of our Ambitions and 

Connecting Themes 

• Understand your progress in developing and working towards goals and 

milestones in your EDI Action Plan and your Environmental Plans  

• Assess the level of risk associated with the delivery of agreed plans as 

detailed in the Funding Agreement 
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Risk Assessment 

We recognise that RFOs will take risks in pursuit of their goals. It is important 

for us to maintain a balance between risk-taking and safeguarding the public 

funds that we distribute. We will use our various interactions with you to 

identify the level of risk associated with the successful delivery of your plans. 

At the Annual Review meeting we discussed and agreed the overall level of risk 

attached to achieving the goals and milestones set out in your Funding 

Agreement for 2019/20 and additional plans. The rating has also taken into 

account the following:  

• Delivery of programme goals and milestones 

• Finance, Management and Governance 

• The status of your Equalities, Diversity and Inclusion Action Plan 

• The status of your Environmental plans  

 

We have then given a low, medium or high risk ranking and provided details of 

how we will work with you to regularly review and assess risk. The risk rating 

can be found on page 9 of this document. 

If you would like to discuss the content of this Annual Feedback Letter in more 

detail or have any suggestions on how we might improve the Annual Review 

process, please feel free to feed this back to me directly either by phone or 

email.  
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ANNUAL FEEDBACK - YEAR 2 - 2019/20 

1. Progress Against Plan 

Having reviewed the information available, Creative Scotland would make the 

following comments in terms of your progress against plans to date:  

Activity and programme goals and milestones as detailed in the 

Funding Agreement 

Overall, we believe that Fèisean nan Gàidheal is on plan to deliver the activity 

set out in their funding agreement. The organisation has continued to deliver 

an exciting and ambitious programme throughout this year which pushes 

boundaries while maintaining a high standard of quality. Activity has been well 

delivered in addition to the organisation taking advantage of opportunities 

which have arisen throughout the year.  

The organisation handled the change of timing for Blas Festival well following 

uncertainty around Highland Council support for the event. Despite this, the 

event was exceedingly successful, and attendance figures look to be very close 

to previous years. This could be considered going forward, but we discussed 

how the weather was unseasonably good for the time of year and how this 

could potentially cause problems holding an event at that time in future years. 

There were also good partnerships with Seall and other promoters which 

helped gain additional publicity.  

Support has continued for the 47 branches across Scotland with development 

of a new event in Aberfeldy and new activity in Ayrshire. Fèis Òigridh na Mara 

are also running a new residential teenage event.  

Ceilidh Trails have continued to flourish. Although there were no trails in the 

Spey and Chataibh areas, they were still able to hold promising youth bands 

which can feed into the project in future years.  
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b) Delivering Creative Scotland’s Ambitions 

focusing on:  

• Excellence and experimentation  

• Access and enjoying creative experiences  

• Any other relevant Creative Scotland Ambitions  

 

Overall, we believe that Fèisean nan Gàidheal is on plan to deliver against 

Creative Scotland’s Ambitions.  

Excellence and Experimentation is evident across many of the 

organisation’s activities. The second iteration of Fuaran has been underway 

and, with the help of Jo MacDonald, another excellent set of songs have been 

collected and recorded, showing a respect for tradition, but experimentation in 

recording them digitally with new arrangements. Drama projects have 

continued to deliver excellent provision across the country, with Meanbh-

Chuileag exceeding targets, showing a high level of quality while 

experimenting with Angus MacLeod writing new shows. Drama performances 

were also used as opportunities to share details about local fèisean events in 

the area. Coig Latha is an excellent opportunity for young people to access a 

lifestyle where Gaelic is spoken in an everyday environment while learning new 

skills and more about the culture surrounding the language. We discussed the 

potential of running another as it was sold out. There have been conversations 

about an urban version of the event, perhaps including sports.  

Access is evident across the organisation’s support for 47 branches delivering 

activity throughout the country. The AGM Conference in Inverness was well 

attended and delivered a good opportunity for volunteer organisers and staff to 

mix and share learning. It was also an opportunity to celebrate the good work 

the organisation does. We discussed the uptake of support on offer for 

participants who want to attend events but require additional support. Three 

fèisean are said to have taken advantage of this, but many are said to offer 

this support to participants without coming to the organisation. The “mini feis” 

model is an excellent way for young people to access provision and try out new 

opportunities. This model has worked well again in Portree and plans for a 

similar event in Kilmarnock is likely to gauge interest and boost engagement.  

The Beartais café model has worked well in developing the workforce and is 

a good method for inter-generational contact and inspiration for young people  
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to see Gaelic being used in a sociable way. It is also an opportunity to see 

career paths using Gaelic. Fèis Phaislig have created an online resource for 

tutors and classroom teachers so that they can continue to utilise YMI teaching 

while the tutor is not there. This will allow for teachers without musical training 

to deliver traditional music lessons and keep up practice between tutor 

sessions.  

Two tutor training days have taken place, one in Inverness for YMI tutors and 

one in Glasgow for Blasad Gaidhlig tutors. Uptake has been good with 20 

participants at each session, ensuring that tutors are trained to a high 

standard.  

Rannan Ura songwriting workshops were not so well attended, but it is thought 

this is due to when they took place. There are plans in place to compose new 

material for the Year of Coasts and Waters and showcase one recording per 

week throughout the year of Gaelic songs on the subject. This will feature new 

arrangements and performances of traditional songs along with new 

compositions on this theme.  

Angus MacLeod attended a useful training session in Glasgow with Irish and 

Welsh counterparts to develop drama tuition skills, and it is positive to hear 

about a high school student working with the organisation for work experience 

on a regular basis.  

A strong sense of place runs throughout the organisation’s work, and allows 

Gaelic music, language and culture to be appreciated and nourished at a local 

level across Scotland through support of the branches. Coig Latha has 

endorsed a sense of place and encouraged young people to value a sense of 

community.   

Much of the organisation’s work is internationally recognised. The 

organisation took a group of Fuaran musicians to Celtic Colours Festival in 

Cape Breton and then brought over musicians from Canada to take part in 

Blas. This is a great example of international partnerships for the organisation. 

There has also been positive work with Irish counterparts through Guth nan 

Gael. 
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c) Delivering Creative Scotland’s Connecting Themes: 

• Creative Learning  

• EDI  

• Digital / creative technology  

• Environment  

 

We have also considered the development and implementation of EDI 

and Environmental action plans.   

Overall, we believe that Fèisean nan Gàidheal is on plan to deliver against 

Creative Scotland’s connecting themes.  

Creative Learning is at the heart of all the organisation does. The Fèisgoil 

project has been thriving and has had a good uptake across Scotland. Ceilidh 

Trail participants have had the opportunity to acquire an NPA in sound 

production as part of Fèis Alba which means they are skilling up while being 

employed for the summer. Those involved in the drama summer school also 

helped write the final production, and so they are learning about the skills 

behind the scenes as well as performing. The Mod academy continued to 

encourage engagement in the national competition and inform young people 

about its presence in Glasgow.  

The Fèisean nan Gàidheal EDI Action plan has been well developed and 

progress has been positive throughout the year to date. The organisation 

updated their EDI Action Plan in September and appear to be on track with the 

objectives which have been set. Their data collection is improving and helping 

them to build and assess targets. Staff members have undertaken ACAS 

Training. Branches have been encouraged to follow suit and we discussed ways 

in which this could be implemented or tied into annual funding contracts. The 

organisation works hard to ensure that Gaelic is protected and used as much 

as possible through all activity, and their activity reaching branches across the 

country tackles geographic inequality and often works in areas which are 

remote with few other opportunities to engage in this type of activity.   

The organisation continues to have a good digital presence, with regular 

streaming of content online, a good web presence and regular social media 

updates. Digital is an important form of communication when spanning  
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Scotland and being based in two offices. We discussed the new Fèisean app 

and its continued development. Online instrumental lessons have been 

recorded, but there have been some issues with its final uploading.  

As the Creative Carbon Scotland report has shown, the organisation is reaching 

its environmental carbon reduction targets well, though the report has 

recommended creating more ambitious targets in line with tightened national 

ambitions. We discussed artist and tutor travel to various events, but public 

transport is often not an option. Car sharing is used when it can be. It was 

suggested that this could be a topic at the next AGM in September 2020 to 

raise awareness among branches.  

 

d) Governance and management systems 

Overall, we believe that Fèisean nan Gàidheal is on plan regarding this 

element. 

Two new staff members have begun working with the organisation- Abi 

Lightbody and Laura Nicolson. Both are settling in well and seem to be good 

assets to the organisation. It has been challenging to try to recruit a new 

Business Officer, but another round of recruitment is going to be held in early 

2020.  

The organisation has been working hard to appoint two new Board members 

which has also been challenging due to the branch nomination process. The 

organisation is actively seeking two youth representatives as well which is 

noted very positively. The Board are supportive of this development. A new 

Chair will be elected in early 2020 as Kirsteen Graham will be stepping down 

after a successful term.  

We discussed the situation caused by uncertainties over Highland Council’s 

funding and the difficulties the organisation has faced as a result of this. We 

agreed that Creative Scotland would remain supportive and help as much as 

we could with this, but that the next financial year could bring real challenges 

if this funding is not confirmed at an early stage. It is positive to see support 

from Events Scotland for the Year of Coasts and Waters project.  
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2. Examples of good practice 

The following are examples of good practice in your programme of 

work/operations. If not already done so, we would encourage you to consider 

sharing with peers and the sector more widely.  

Programme of activity 

The overall spread of the organisation’s work and their geographic reach 

should be highlighted as an area of good practice. As raised in Traditional 

Music Forum research, the organisation can account for 1/3 of all trad music 

provision in Scotland which is outstanding. This shows what an important 

organisation Fèisean nan Gàidheal is in the landscape of traditional and Gaelic 

arts in Scotland.  

Fèisgoil has delivered excellent work and demonstrated strong partnership 

working while also bringing in a good amount of income for the organisation. 

The reach of this project across Scotland is great to see and the quality of 

tuition delivered is good, with a clear training programme to support 

practitioners.  

Coig Latha has demonstrated its success by selling out all places in 2019. This 

immersion model clearly works well and embraces existing culture while 

nourishing those wishing to learn the language in more depth.  

 

Operations 

Devolved Tasgadh funding continues to work exceedingly well. We discussed 

how many traditional arts organisations and individuals often only require a 

small injection of cash for a project or development opportunity to take flight, 

and this small grants scheme does exactly that. The organisation has an 

excellent network of contacts and potential reach that Creative Scotland does 

not have the same access to, so this should be highlighted as good work. This 

is well delivered by the team and it is good to see the number of projects that 

can be supported through this amount of money.  
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2. Risk Assessment 

 

Based on the information available, Creative Scotland would assess the current 

level of risk to the successful delivery of your goals and milestones detailed in 

your Funding Agreement as:  

Low Variations in dates or locations of 

planned activity but, overall, retaining 

the scale and scope of the plans as 

detailed in your Funding Agreement. 

 

At this time, we do not think there is any need to take any specific action but 

we would encourage you to continue to monitor your programme of work and 

operations on a regular basis and flag to us, at the earliest opportunity, any 

factors you become aware of that could have a material impact on these. 

 

FORWARD PLANNING 

2020/21 Funding Agreements 

Documentation and timelines for 2020/21 Funding Agreements were issued in 

December 2019 to allow funding agreements to be finalised by the end of 

March 2020 in anticipation of Q1 payment being made mid-April. The 

documentation is similar to that required for 2019/20 agreements, but if you 

have any questions then please don’t hesitate to get in touch. 

Finally, it’s been our great pleasure to work with you this year and we look 

forward to developing the relationship further.  

Wishing you a successful upcoming year in all that you do.  

Yours sincerely, 

 

Siobhan Anderson 
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Fèisean nan Gàidheal 
Financial Issues 
Agenda Item: 1.2020.03 

 
 
This report includes: Action Required 
  

Agenda Item: 1.2020.03(a)  

  

Income and Expenditure 2019-20 with transactions to 25 February 2020 For Discussion and Noting 

 
 

 

Agenda item 1.2020.03(b)  

  

Current bank balances will be confirmed at the meeting Verbal for Noting 

 
 

 

Agenda item 1.2020.03(c)  

  

Management accounts to 31 December 2019, prepared by Mann Judd Gordon For Discussion and Noting 

 
 

 

Agenda item 1.2020.03(d)  

  

Grants pledged to Fèisean for 2019-20 For Noting 

  

  

Agenda item 1.2020.03(e)  

  

Draft Budget for 2020-21 For Approval 

  

  

Agenda item 1.2020.03(f)  
  
Recommended Grants to Fèisean for 2020-21 For Approval 
  

 
 

 

Anne Willoughby 
Executive Manager 
          March 2020 
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Fèisean nan Gàidheal Income and Expenditure 2019-20 with transactions to 25 February 2020 
Agenda Item 1.2020.03(a) 
 

INCOME 2019-20 PERIOD ACTUAL DIFFERENCE  
Core Grants £349,660 £320,522 £323,244 -£2,722  
Management Fees £117,000 £107,250 £112,000 -£4,750  
Grants Scheme £187,100 £171,508 £172,485 -£977  
Fèis Development Fund £51,800 £47,483 £52,290 -£4,807  
Annualised Hours £11,500 £10,542 £11,500 -£958  
Traditional Arts Small Grants Scheme £85,000 £77,917 £27,125 £50,792 1 
Training £6,000 £5,500 £5,800 -£300  
Fèisgoil £294,500 £269,958 £292,978 -£23,020 2 
Blas Festival £136,569 £125,188 £132,890 -£7,701  
Other Earned Income £14,500 £13,292 £8,424 £4,868  
Support Cèilidh Trails £56,000 £51,333 £55,850 -£4,517  
Gaelic Residential Events £38,680 £35,457 £32,778 £2,679  
Gaelic Song-writing, Archiving, Innovations £22,884 £20,977 £22,884 -£1,907  
Showcase and International Opportunities £14,000 £12,833 £10,000 £2,833  
Resources and Digitisation Programme £24,380 £22,348 £17,000 £5,348  
Press/PR/Website Updates/Newsletter £8,400 £7,700 £1,000 £6,700  
FèisTV £32,700 £29,975 £30,325 -£350  
Income still to be raised £18,690 £17,133 £5,544 £11,589  
TOTAL INCOME £1,469,363 £1,346,916 £1,314,117 £32,800  
      

EXPENDITURE      
RUNNING COSTS      
Staff Salaries £311,000 £285,083 £271,990 £13,093 3 
NIC Contributions £31,100 £28,508 £27,220 £1,288  
Pension Contributions £15,550 £14,254 £13,278 £977  
Staff Travel, Accommodation & Subsistence £23,000 £21,083 £14,062 £7,021  
Office Rent & Rates £25,000 £22,917 £14,491 £8,426  
Stationery, Printing, Postage & Photocopiers £16,000 £14,667 £15,195 -£528  
Utilities and Communications £14,000 £12,833 £14,847 -£2,013  
Board Expenses £5,000 £4,583 £3,985 £598  
PVG Service £10,000 £9,167 £7,124 £2,043  
Insurance £8,000 £7,333 £6,766 £568  
Sundry Expenses £5,000 £4,583 £490 £4,093  
Accountancy & Bank Charges £7,200 £6,600 £6,405 £195  
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Professional Fees £5,000 £4,583 £1,716 £2,867  
Instrument Bank Maintenance £2,000 £1,833 £2,669 -£836  
Additional Support Needs £4,000 £3,667 £1,451 £2,216  
Capital Expenses  £3,000 £2,750 £3,067 -£317  
PROGRAMME COSTS      
Grants to Fèisean £187,100 £171,508 £109,666 £61,842 4 
Annualised Hours £11,500 £10,542 £4,297 £6,245  
Fèis Development Fund £51,800 £47,483 £5,734 £41,749 5 
Creative Scotland Grants Schemes £85,000 £77,917 £15,509 £62,408 6 
Traditional Arts Small Grants Scheme Management Fee -£8,500 -£7,792 -£3,500 -£4,292  
Training Programme £6,000 £5,500 £5,607 -£107  
Training Programme Management Fee -£1,000 -£917 -£1,000 £83  
Fèisgoil £294,500 £269,958 £264,343 £5,615  
Fèisgoil Management Fee -£60,000 -£55,000 -£60,000 £5,000  
Annual Conference £12,000 £11,000 £13,116 -£2,116  
Blas Festival £136,569 £125,188 £105,091 £20,097 7 
Blas Festival Management Fee -£15,000 -£13,750 -£15,000 £1,250  
Support Cèilidh Trails £56,000 £51,333 £48,389 £2,945  
Cèilidh Trails Management Fee -£6,000 -£5,500 -£6,000 £500  
Gaelic Residential Events £38,680 £35,457 £33,162 £2,295  
Gaelic Residential Events Management Fee -£8,000 -£7,333 -£8,000 £667  
Gaelic Song-writing, Archiving etc £22,884 £20,977 £24,461 -£3,484  
Gaelic Song-writing, Archiving etc Management Fee -£6,000 -£5,500 -£6,000 £500  
Press/PR/Website Updates/Newsletter £8,400 £7,700 £5,366 £2,334  
Showcase & International Opportunities  £14,000 £12,833 £11,963 £870  
Showcase & International Opportunities Management Fee -£4,000 -£3,667 -£4,000 £333  
Resources and Digitisation Programme £24,380 £22,348 £6,945 £15,403 8 
Resources and Digitisation Management Fee -£4,500 -£4,125 -£4,500 £375  
FèisTV £32,700 £29,975 £18,379 £11,596 9 
FèisTV Management Fee -£1,500 -£1,375 -£1,500 £125  
Contingency £3,000 £2,750 £0 £2,750  
SUB-TOTAL EXPENDITURE £1,352,363 £1,239,666 £964,782 £274,884  
Management Fees £117,000 £107,250 £112,000 -£4,750  
TOTAL EXPENDITURE £1,469,363 £1,346,916 £1,076,782 £270,134  
Transfer to Reserves £11,700 £10,725 £0 £10,725 10 
SURPLUS/(DEFICIT) £0 £0 £237,334 -£237,334  
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Notes:       
1. & 6. £50K to come in from Gàidhlig Devolved Fund (CS)      
2. Income for Fèisgoil invoiced and received      
3. Underspend in salaries due to vacant post      
4. Grants to Fèisean slow to be claimed - deadline 28.02.20      
5. Development Fund - applications being processed, £30K Fèis Bharraigh funding to be paid out   
7. Blas Festival - awaiting final expenditure, promoters commission etc     
8. Translation sets being bought - HIE funding      
9. YOCW/Oide (SG Funding) expenditure to be incurred       
10. Transfers to reserve dealt with at financial year end       
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Fèisean nan Gàidheal 
Management Accounts to 31 December 2019 
Agenda Item: 1.2020.03(c) 
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Grants to Fèisean 2019-20 at 25.02.2020 
Agenda Item: 1.2020.03(d) 
 
The following table details the Fèisean, the grants we have pledged to them and, where applicable, sums paid out and still to be paid. 
 

Fèis Name HIE 
HIE 

Fragile Main Fèis Grant 
Local 

Authority 
Follow-on 

Grants 
Annualised 

Hours 
Annualised 
Hours Grant 

Additional/ 
Dev Fund 

Total Grant 
Offered Balance Paid 

Outstanding 
Balance 

The Highland Council                       
Fèis an Earraich √ √ £2,866.00 £4,109.00 £4,247.00 63 £ 567.00 £ 0.00 £ 11,789.00 £ 7,543.00 £ 4,246.00 
Fèis Lochabair      √   £1,354.00 £1,941.00 £8,677.00 63 £ 567.00 £ 0.00 £ 12,539.00 £ 7,095.00 £ 5,444.00 
Fèis nan Garbh Chrìochan √ √ £1,608.00 £2,307.00 £6,436.00 63 £ 567.00 £ 0.00 £ 10,918.00 £ 6,438.00 £ 4,480.00 
Fèis Chataibh     √   £1,664.00 £2,386.00 £4,978.00 36 £ 324.00 £ 0.00 £ 9,352.00 £ 6,706.00 £ 2,646.00 
Fèis a' Bhealaich √ √ £0.00 £0.00 £0.00 0 £ 0.00 £ 0.00 £ 0.00 £ 0.00 £ 0.00 
Fèis Eige √ √ £593.00 £851.00 £236.00 31 £ 279.00 £ 0.00 £ 1,959.00 £ 563.00 £ 1,396.00 
Feis Ghallaibh √ √ £0.00 £0.00 £2,860.00 31 £ 279.00 £ 0.00 £ 3,139.00 £ 1,430.00 £ 1,709.00 
Fèis Farr √   £0.00 £0.00 £413.00 0 £ 0.00 £ 0.00 £ 413.00 £ 207.00 £ 206.00 
Fèis na h-Òige √   £1,222.00 £1,753.00 £4,080.00 0 £ 0.00 £ 0.00 £ 7,055.00 £ 2,957.00 £ 4,098.00 
Fèis Air an Oir √ √ £2,054.00 £2,946.00 £1,856.00 18 £ 162.00 £ 0.00 £ 7,018.00 £ 1,009.00 £ 6,009.00 
Feis Ghleann Albainn √   £0.00 £0.00 £0.00 0 £ 0.00 £ 0.00 £ 0.00 £ 0.00 £ 0.00 
Fèis Rois √ √ £0.00 £0.00 £0.00 0 £ 0.00 £ 0.00 £ 0.00 £ 0.00 £ 0.00 
Fèis a' Bhaile   √   £1,291.00 £1,852.00 £1,654.00 63 £ 567.00 £ 0.00 £ 5,364.00 £ 3,970.00 £ 1,394.00 
Fèis Òigridh na Mara √ √ £31.00 £44.00 £6,825.00 63 £ 567.00 £ 0.00 £ 7,467.00 £ 3,413.00 £ 4,054.00 
Fèis Inbhir Narann √   £509.00 £729.00 £4,029.00 90 £ 810.00 £ 0.00 £ 6,077.00 £ 0.00 £ 6,077.00 
Fèis Spè √   £1,356.00 £1,944.00 £4,015.00 63 £ 567.00 £ 0.00 £ 7,882.00 £ 2,475.00 £ 5,407.00 
Fèis an Iar Thuath √ √ £0.00 £0.00 £0.00 0 £ 0.00 £ 0.00 £ 0.00 £ 0.00 £ 0.00 
Fèis Thròndairnis √ √ £864.00 £1,238.00 £0.00 18 £ 162.00 £ 0.00 £ 2,264.00 £ 2,102.00 £ 162.00 
Fèis a' Chaolais √   £0.00 £0.00 £0.00 0 £ 0.00 £ 0.00 £ 0.00 £ 0.00 £ 0.00 
Total Highland     £15,412.00 £22,100.00 £50,306.00 602 £5,418.00 £0.00 £93,236.00 £45,908.00 £47,328.00 
Comhairle nan Eilean Siar                       
Fèis Tìr a' Mhurain √ √ £3,610.00 £0.00 £451.00 27 £ 243.00 £ 0.00 £ 4,304.00 £ 2,830.00 £ 1,474.00 
Fèis Eilean an Fhraoich √   £3,900.00 £0.00 £1,509.00 63 £ 567.00 £ 0.00 £ 5,976.00 £ 2,925.00 £ 3,051.00 
Fèis Tìr an Eòrna  √ √ £1,000.00 £0.00 £350.00 27 £ 243.00 £ 0.00 £ 1,593.00 £ 925.00 £ 668.00 
Fèis Bharraigh √ √ £3,540.00 £0.00 £1,551.00 63 £ 567.00 £ 0.00 £ 5,658.00 £ 3,715.00 £ 1,943.00 
Fèis Eilean na Hearadh  √ √ £2,053.00 £0.00 £469.00 27 £ 243.00 £ 0.00 £ 2,765.00 £ 2,765.00 £ 0.00 
Fèis an Rubha √   £1,478.00 £0.00 £0.00 0 £ 0.00 £ 0.00 £ 1,478.00 £ 1,109.00 £ 369.00 
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Fèis Taigh Dhonnchaidh √ √ £847.00 £0.00 £2,594.00 27 £ 243.00 £ 0.00 £ 3,684.00 £ 0.00 £ 3,684.00 
Total Comhairle nan Eilean Siar   £16,428.00 £0.00 £6,924.00 234 £2,106.00 £0.00 £25,458.00 £14,269.00 £11,189.00 
Argyll & Bute Council                       
Fèis Latharna         √   £4,283.00 £2,000.00 £3,035.00 63 £ 567.00 £ 0.00 £ 9,885.00 £ 7,014.00 £ 2,871.00 
Fèis Mhuile √ √ £367.00 £500.00 £0.00 18 £ 162.00 £ 0.00 £ 1,029.00 £ 731.00 £ 298.00 
Fèis Thiriodh √ √ £1,380.00 £1,500.00 £311.00 27 £ 243.00 £ 668.00 £ 4,102.00 £ 3,657.00 £ 445.00 
Fèis Ìle agus Dhùira √ √ £866.00 £2,000.00 £3,725.00 0 £ 0.00 £ 0.00 £ 6,591.00 £ 4,013.00 £ 2,578.00 
Fèis na h-Apainne √ √ £0.00 £0.00 £2,070.00 0 £ 0.00 £ 0.00 £ 2,070.00 £ 2,035.00 £ 35.00 
Fèis Cheann Loch Goibhle √   £512.00 £0.00 £699.00 18 £ 162.00 £ 0.00 £ 1,373.00 £ 431.00 £ 942.00 
Fèis an Tairbeirt √   £0.00 £1,000.00 £3,047.00 36 £ 324.00 £ 0.00 £ 4,371.00 £ 2,274.00 £ 2,097.00 
Total Argyll & Bute Council     £7,408.00 £7,000.00 £12,887.00 162 £ 1,458.00 £668.00 £29,421.00 £20,155.00 £9,266.00 
Other Area/City Councils                       
Fèis Arainn  √   £3,160.00 £0.00 £2,546.00 36 £ 324.00 £ 0.00 £ 6,030.00 £ 5,240.00 £ 790.00 
Fèis Mhoireibh √ √ £1,135.00 £0.00 £764.00 18 £ 162.00 £ 0.00 £ 2,061.00 £ 790.00 £ 1,271.00 
TOTAL HIE 37 23 £43,543.00 £29,100.00 £73,427.00 1,052 £ 9,468.00 £668.00 £156,206.00 £86,362.00 £69,844.00 
Fèis Dhùn Èideann     £2,439.00 £0.00 £7,683.00 63 £ 567.00 £ 0.00 £ 10,689.00 £ 5,955.00 £ 4,734.00 
Fèis Obar Dheathain      £1,390.00 £0.00 £0.00 18 £ 162.00 £ 0.00 £ 1,552.00 £ 0.00 £ 1,552.00 
Feis Dhùn Bhreatainn     £0.00 £0.00 £2,170.00 0 £ 0.00 £ 0.00 £ 2,170.00 £ 1,085.00 £ 1,085.00 
Fèis Lannraig a Tuath     £1,308.00 £0.00 £2,258.00 0 £ 0.00 £ 0.00 £ 3,566.00 £ 2,110.00 £ 1,456.00 
Fèis Fhoirt     £2,500.00 £0.00 £6,110.00 63 £ 567.00 £ 0.00 £ 9,177.00 £ 9,177.00 £ 0.00 
Fèis Ghàidhlig Ghlaschu     £3,038.00 £0.00 £1,173.00 27 £ 243.00 £ 0.00 £ 4,454.00 £ 2,279.00 £ 2,175.00 
Fèis Chille Bhrìghde an Ear     £0.00 £0.00 £350.00 0 £ 0.00 £ 0.00 £ 350.00 £ 175.00 £ 175.00 
Fèis Innis an Uillt     £0.00 £0.00 £956.00 10 £ 90.00 £ 0.00 £ 1,046.00 £ 0.00 £ 1,046.00 
Fèis an Iar Dheas     £0.00 £0.00 £1,408.00 0 £ 0.00 £ 0.00 £ 1,408.00 £ 704.00 £ 704.00 
Fèis Phàislig     £3,257.00 £0.00 £2,988.00 45 £ 405.00 £ 1,000.00 £ 7,650.00 £ 6,650.00 £ 1,000.00 
Fèis Thatha     £0.00 £0.00 £0.00 0 £ 0.00 £ 4,500.00 £ 4,500.00 £ 4,250.00 £ 250.00 
Total Other Areas/City Councils  £18,227.00 £0.00 £28,406.00 280 £2,520.00 £5,500.00 £54,653.00 £38,415.00 £16,238.00 
      Main Fèis Grant Local Authority Follow-on Grants 

Annualised 
Hours 

Annualised 
Hours Grant 

Development 
Fund 

Total Grant 
Offered Balance Paid 

Outstanding 
Balance 

GRAND TOTALS     £ 57,475.00 £ 29,100.00 £ 98,523.00 1,278 £ 11,502.00 £ 6,168.00 £ 202,768.00 £ 118,747.00 £ 84,021.00 
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Draft Budget 2020-21 
Agenda Item: 1.2020.03(e) 
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Grants to Fèisean 2020-21 (Recommendations) 
Agenda Item: 1.2020.03(f) 
 
The following table details the grants being recommended for Fèisean in 2020-21.  Additional information will be given at the meeting. 
 

Fèis Name HIE 
HIE 

Fragile Main Fèis Grant 
Local 

Authority Follow-on Grants 
Annualised 

Hours 
Annualised Hours 

Grant 
Additional/Dev 

Fund Total Grant Offered 
Balance 

Paid 
Outstanding 

Balance 

The Highland Council                       
Fèis an Earraich √ √ £6,975.00 £0.00 £5,628.70 50 £ 465.00 £ 0.00 £ 13,068.70 £ 0.00 £ 13,068.70 
Fèis Lochabair      √   £2,925.00 £0.00 £9,394.70 70 £ 651.00 £ 0.00 £ 12,970.70 £ 0.00 £ 12,970.70 
Fèis nan Garbh Chrìochan √ √ £3,110.00 £0.00 £5,565.70 70 £ 651.00 £ 0.00 £ 9,326.70 £ 0.00 £ 9,326.70 
Fèis Chataibh     √   £4,125.00 £0.00 £3,003.00 30 £ 279.00 £ 0.00 £ 7,407.00 £ 0.00 £ 7,407.00 
Fèis a' Bhealaich √ √ £0.00 £0.00 £0.00 0 £ 0.00 £ 0.00 £ 0.00 £ 0.00 £ 0.00 
Fèis Eige √ √ £1,326.00 £0.00 £420.00 30 £ 279.00 £ 0.00 £ 2,025.00 £ 0.00 £ 2,025.00 
Feis Ghallaibh √ √ £0.00 £0.00 £2,270.80 30 £ 279.00 £ 0.00 £ 2,549.80 £ 0.00 £ 2,549.80 
Fèis Farr √   £0.00 £0.00 £486.50 0 £ 0.00 £ 0.00 £ 486.50 £ 0.00 £ 486.50 
Fèis na h-Òige √   £4,450.00 £0.00 £996.10 0 £ 0.00 £ 0.00 £ 5,446.10 £ 0.00 £ 5,446.10 
Fèis Air an Oir √ √ £5,000.00 £0.00 £3,500.00 0 £ 0.00 £ 0.00 £ 8,500.00 £ 0.00 £ 8,500.00 
Feis Ghleann Albainn √   £0.00 £0.00 £0.00 0 £ 0.00 £ 0.00 £ 0.00 £ 0.00 £ 0.00 
Fèis Rois √ √ £0.00 £0.00 £0.00 0 £ 0.00 £ 0.00 £ 0.00 £ 0.00 £ 0.00 
Fèis a' Bhaile   √   £2,843.00 £0.00 £2,366.00 30 £ 279.00 £ 0.00 £ 5,488.00 £ 0.00 £ 5,488.00 
Fèis Òigridh na Mara √ √ £1,524.00 £0.00 £3,475.50 70 £ 651.00 £ 0.00 £ 5,650.50 £ 0.00 £ 5,650.50 
Fèis Inbhir Narann √   £1,213.00 £0.00 £3,500.00 70 £ 651.00 £ 0.00 £ 5,364.00 £ 0.00 £ 5,364.00 
Fèis Spè √   £2,850.00 £0.00 £2,800.00 30 £ 279.00 £ 0.00 £ 5,929.00 £ 0.00 £ 5,929.00 
Fèis an Iar Thuath √ √ £0.00 £0.00 £0.00 0 £ 0.00 £ 0.00 £ 0.00 £ 0.00 £ 0.00 
Fèis Thròndairnis √ √ £2,724.00 £0.00 £0.00 20 £ 186.00 £ 0.00 £ 2,910.00 £ 0.00 £ 2,910.00 
Fèis a' Chaolais √   £0.00 £0.00 £0.00 0 £ 0.00 £ 0.00 £ 0.00 £ 0.00 £ 0.00 
Total Highland     £39,065.00 £0.00 £43,407.00 500 £4,650.00 £0.00 £87,122.00 £0.00 £87,122.00 
Comhairle nan Eilean Siar                       
Fèis Tìr a' Mhurain √ √ £3,694.00 £0.00 £865.20 40 £ 372.00 £ 0.00 £ 4,931.20 £ 0.00 £ 4,931.20 
Fèis Eilean an Fhraoich √   £4,348.00 £0.00 £2,217.60 60 £ 558.00 £ 0.00 £ 7,123.60 £ 0.00 £ 7,123.60 
Fèis Tìr an Eòrna  √ √ £2,975.00 £0.00 £625.10 40 £ 372.00 £ 0.00 £ 3,972.10 £ 0.00 £ 3,972.10 
Fèis Bharraigh √ √ £4,060.00 £0.00 £2,128.00 60 £ 558.00 £ 0.00 £ 6,746.00 £ 0.00 £ 6,746.00 
Fèis Eilean na Hearadh  √ √ £1,840.00 £0.00 £126.00 30 £ 279.00 £ 0.00 £ 2,245.00 £ 0.00 £ 2,245.00 
Fèis an Rubha √   £1,478.00 £0.00 £0.00 30 £ 279.00 £ 0.00 £ 1,757.00 £ 0.00 £ 1,757.00 
Fèis Taigh Dhonnchaidh √ √ £1,010.00 £0.00 £2,764.30 30 £ 279.00 £ 0.00 £ 4,053.30 £ 0.00 £ 4,053.30 
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Total Comhairle nan Eilean Siar    £19,405.00 £0.00 £8,726.20 290 £2,697.00 £0.00 £30,828.20 £0.00 £30,828.20 
Argyll & Bute Council                       
Fèis Latharna         √   £6,200.00 £0.00 £3,763.20 70 £ 651.00 £ 0.00 £ 10,614.20 £ 0.00 £ 10,614.20 
Fèis Mhuile √ √ £912.00 £0.00 £0.00 10 £ 93.00 £ 0.00 £ 1,005.00 £ 0.00 £ 1,005.00 
Fèis Thiriodh √ √ £3,050.00 £0.00 £827.40 30 £ 279.00 £ 0.00 £ 4,156.40 £ 0.00 £ 4,156.40 
Fèis Ìle agus Dhùira √ √ £2,117.00 £0.00 £4,660.60 30 £ 279.00 £ 0.00 £ 7,056.60 £ 0.00 £ 7,056.60 
Fèis na h-Apainne √ √ £0.00 £0.00 £2,116.80 0 £ 0.00 £ 0.00 £ 2,116.80 £ 0.00 £ 2,116.80 
Fèis Cheann Loch Goibhle √   £665.00 £0.00 £254.80 0 £ 0.00 £ 0.00 £ 919.80 £ 0.00 £ 919.80 
Fèis an Tairbeirt √   £0.00 £0.00 £2,519.30 40 £ 372.00 £ 0.00 £ 2,891.30 £ 0.00 £ 2,891.30 
Total Argyll & Bute Council     £12,944.00 £0.00 £14,142.10 180 £ 1,674.00 £0.00 £28,760.10 £0.00 £28,760.10 
Other Area/City Councils                       
Fèis Arainn  √   £4,408.00 £0.00 £2,625.00 30 £ 279.00 £ 0.00 £ 7,312.00 £ 0.00 £ 7,312.00 
Fèis Mhoireibh √ √ £1,262.00 £0.00 £383.60 10 £ 93.00 £ 0.00 £ 1,738.60 £ 0.00 £ 1,738.60 
TOTAL HIE 37 23 £77,084.00 £0.00 £69,283.90 1,010 £ 9,393.00 £0.00 £155,760.90 £0.00 £155,760.90 
Fèis Dhùn Èideann     £2,588.00 £0.00 £9,456.30 67 £ 623.10 £ 0.00 £ 12,667.40 £ 0.00 £ 12,667.40 
Fèis Obar Dheathain      £1,838.00 £0.00 £154.00 10 £ 93.00 £ 0.00 £ 2,085.00 £ 0.00 £ 2,085.00 
Feis Dhùn Bhreatainn     £0.00 £0.00 £1,866.20 10 £ 93.00 £ 0.00 £ 1,959.20 £ 0.00 £ 1,959.20 
Fèis Lannraig a Tuath     £1,394.00 £0.00 £819.00 0 £ 0.00 £ 0.00 £ 2,213.00 £ 0.00 £ 2,213.00 
Fèis Fhoirt     £2,738.00 £0.00 £4,872.00 55 £ 511.50 £ 0.00 £ 8,121.50 £ 0.00 £ 8,121.50 
Fèis Ghàidhlig Ghlaschu     £3,350.00 £0.00 £184.10 30 £ 279.00 £ 0.00 £ 3,813.10 £ 0.00 £ 3,813.10 
Fèis Chille Bhrìghde an Ear     £0.00 £0.00 £261.80 0 £ 0.00 £ 0.00 £ 261.80 £ 0.00 £ 261.80 
Fèis Innis an Uillt     £0.00 £0.00 £0.00 0 £ 0.00 £ 0.00 £ 0.00 £ 0.00 £ 0.00 
Fèis an Iar Dheas     £0.00 £0.00 £0.00 0 £ 0.00 £ 0.00 £ 0.00 £ 0.00 £ 0.00 
Fèis Phàislig     £4,040.00 £0.00 £5,084.80 55 £ 511.50 £ 0.00 £ 9,636.30 £ 0.00 £ 9,636.30 
Fèis Thatha     £0.00 £0.00 £2,081.80 0 £ 0.00 £ 0.00 £ 2,081.80 £ 0.00 £ 2,081.80 
Total Other Areas/City Councils   £21,618.00 £0.00 £27,788.60 267 £2,483.10 £0.00 £51,889.70 £0.00 £51,889.70 
      Main Fèis Grant 

Local 
Authority Follow-on Grants 

Annualised 
Hours 

Annualised Hours 
Grant Development Fund Total Grant Offered 

Balance 
Paid 

Outstanding 
Balance 

GRAND TOTALS     £ 93,032.00 £ 0.00 £ 94,063.90 1,237 £ 11,504.10 £ 0.00 £ 198,600.00 £ 0.00 £ 198,600.00 
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Fèisean nan Gàidheal 
Funding Agreements 
Agenda Item: 1.2020.03(g) 
 
 
Reason for Paper 
To update Board members on the status of the organisation’s main funding agreements. 
 
 
Background 
We are in regular contact with the bodies which fund our work and it is essential that Board members are aware 
of the current status of our agreements with them. 
 
 
Leaving the EU (Brexit) 
At the last few meetings we flagged up the potential consequences of Brexit.  We are now in a transition period 
and while there have been discussions around the potential costs of moving musicians around different countries, 
so far we have not seen much difference.  We should continue to ensure our Risk Register reflects the potential 
risks, even if there is little we can do to mitigate them. 
 
 
Funding Agreements 
 
1.  Creative Scotland 
Creative Scotland’s funding has been paid to us in accordance with our agreement for 2019-20.  
 
As indicated in 1.2020.02(f) the work of the organisation was reviewed in December and we are currently firming 
up an agreement for 2020-21. 
 
2.  Highlands & Islands Enterprise 
HIE funding is being paid to us in accordance with our agreement.   
 
An additional sum - £7,380 (50% of costs) - was offered by HIE to enable us to purchase our own simultaneous 
translation equipment and we hope to have this in place for use at the Board meeting. 
 
3.  Bòrd na Gàidhlig 
Funding has been paid as expected in line with our agreement. 
 
We had a meeting with Bòrd na Gàidhlig staff on 16 January to discuss the programme undertaken over the past 
year as well as ways to measure the effectiveness of our work. 
 
4.  The Highland Council and High Life Highland 
There were promises of reviews of our service delivery contracts and better communication regarding funding 
but, since the last meeting of the Board, I have not heard more anything from anyone at The Highland Council. 
 
5.  Comhairle nan Eilean Siar 
Comhairle nan Eilean Siar now funds the Fèisean directly and we no longer have an agreement with the authority. 
 
However, we are going to set up a meeting with the Comhairle to discuss collaborative work.  We were asked, as 
a ‘partner’, to send a response to the Comhairle’s Action Plan for a Community Gaelic Charter, agreed with Bòrd 
na Gàidhlig, which is included in the following pages for information.  Although there may be risks in this, there 
could well be opportunities. 
 
6.  Argyll & Bute Council 
£20k was offered to us and the funding paid to us in full. 
 
I had a conversation with Rona Gold in January and she expected a 10% cut in her department’s budget for 
2020-21.  If that were to become a reality, we would lose £2k.  
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7.  Scottish Government 
The Scottish Government offered us £55,000 to support three projects and the money has been paid to us. 
 
It looks likely there could be a similar sum available in 2020-21.   
 
 
Action Required 
Board members are asked to note the up to date position in relation to funding agreements. 
 
 

Arthur Cormack 
Chief Executive 

March 2020 
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Fèisean nan Gàidheal 
Staff Progress Reports 
Agenda Item: 1.2020.05(a) 

	

	
Name Arthur Cormack 
Position Chief Executive 
 

 
Diary commitments since previous meeting 
11.12.19 Meeting of Highland Culture Leaders Group at Sabhal Mòr Ostaig 
12.12.19 Meeting of Highland Culture Leaders Group at Sabhal Mòr Ostaig 
16.12.19 Team Meeting 
16.01.20 Meeting with Bòrd na Gàidhlig regarding 2020-21 contract 
20.01.20 Attended Fèis Lochabair’s AGM 
21.01.20 Phone meeting with Rona Gold or Argyll & Bute Council 
21.01.20 Attended Fèis na Linne’s open meeting 
22.01.20 Meeting with Mairi Kidd at Creative Scotland 
27.01.20 Meeting with Urras Baile Fhlòdaigearraidh (Fèis Thròndainis) 
22.01.20 Attended Arts & Business reception in Edinburgh 
29.01.20 Attended Fèis an Earraich’s committee meeting 
10.02.20 Attended a meeting of Comann nam Pàrant Port Rìgh (Iomairtean) 
11.02.20 Phone meeting with Siobhan Anderson to discuss 2020-21 agreement with Creative 

Scotland 12.02.20 Meeting with Phil Slater of Launch 
13.02.20 Phone conference with MG ALBA regarding collaboration with FèisTV 
17.02.20 Team Meeting 
18.02.20 Meeting of the Tasgadh Panel 
19.02.20 Meeting of Trustees of Donald John MacKay Trust 
24.02.20 Meeting with Urras Baile Fhlòdaigearraidh (Fèis Thròndainis) 
25.02.20 Phone meeting with Lynne Martin from Elevate on behalf of Creative Scotland 
03.03.20 Meeting of the Blas Programming Group  
04.03.20 Appraisal meetings 
06.03.20 Board meeting in Inverness 

 
 

Name Calum Alex Macmillan 
Job 
Title 

Development Manager 

 
Support and development of Fèisean 
Fèisean 
I work closely with and line manage the Development Officers on a daily basis. Over the past year I 
have support the Western Isles and Skye & Lochalsh Fèisean. I have helped them with advertising, 
instruments, translations, funding applications and more in recent months. 
 
Main events/actions: 
• In recent weeks I supported all the Fèisean which I am responsible for with Grant applications 

and claims. I have also supported them with translations, PVGs, funding application and 
planning events. 

• I have been working closely with Fèis Bharraigh as they look ahead to their 40th anniversary 
celebrations and also took part in their interviews for a Project Co-ordinator who will have 
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responsibility for organising events as part of their programme for 2020/21. I hope to meet with 
them in March. 

• I have been helping Fèis na Linne with preparations for their first event which is due to take 
place in Sleat on 14 March. 

• Fèis Eilean an Fhraoich will celebrate their 30th anniversary in July and I have been working with 
them on projects they will deliver as part of their celebrations, including a HebCelt 
performance, Commissioning a new Gaelic song, a trip to Ireland and a special anniversary 
concerts. 

• I completed a number of applications for Fèisean to Bòrd na Gàidhlig’s Taic Freumhan 
Coimhearsnachd fund and Calmac’s community fund which were successful. There will be more 
news about this released in the coming weeks. 

• I met with Dougie Brown and Claire Clark (The Gathering Festival) to discuss partnership 
working for this year’s festival and in particular opportunities for FèisTV. 

 
Development Fund 
• Fèis Thatha received an additional £3,500 towards their inaugural Fèis 
• Fèis Thiriodh received £668 for a series of clàrsach classes 
• Fèis Fhoirt received £2,000 towards the purchase of PA equipment and a trip to the Isle of Man 
• Fèis Phàislig received £1,00 towards a filming project 
• Fèis Latharna received £510 towards the purchase of PA equipment 
 
Digital Developments 
We are currently assessing various options for creating digital versions of the Ceòl nam Fèis books. 
We have encountered some problems with finding companies able to do this or software that 
would enable us to do this. I am currently discussing the project with two companies and am 
hopeful that we will be able to move forward with this shortly. 
 
All our funding applications and claim forms are now available online and are working well as part 
of our grants system. We will be looking to simply the process as time goes on to make sure we are 
working with Fèisean efficiently and effectively. 
 
Through our partnership with the Gathering we will have the opportunity to promote our FèisTV 
Oide service as part of an attempt at the largest music session they are hoping to organise as part 
of the festival.  
 
Year of Coasts and Waters 
I have worked closely with Jo MacDonald and our Chief Executive on this project with weekly 
videos appearing online featuring a Gaelic singer singing a song related to this theme with words 
and information prepared by Jo. I have programmed the singers involved and organised recording 
and filming sessions for them. 
 
Enhancement of skills & creative talent 
Blas 2020 (4-12 September) 
Although we are still awaiting confirmation of funding from Highland Council for this year’s festival 
it is our intention to revert back to our normal September dates. 
 
We will shortly have a meeting of our programming group and I will then be involved in pulling 
the programme together for this year’s festival with the aim of launching the festival in June. 
 
I completed a funding application in mid-February to Colm Cille for this year’s festival. 
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Staff Training 
All staff have recently begun a 10-week Gaelic Grammar course through Lews Castle College. It is 
challenging but will be very beneficial to the team. 
 
Enhancement of Gaelic arts & culture in creative learning 
5 latha 2020 
The next 5 Latha event will now take place between 6-10 April 2020. I have been putting the 
finishing touches to the programme for this year and we look forward to welcoming 16 
participants to The Gearrannan Blackhouses during the Easter break. 
 
Fèis Spòrs 
The Project Officer and I met with Donald Morris (Spòrs Gàidhlig) on Thursday 23 February. A 
number of Fèisean are using Spòrs Gàidhlig for their events to organise additional activities for 
participants and there will also be a Fèis Spòrs week taking place in Aviemore during July. This is all 
part of funding from Bòrd na Gàidhlig which was granted for partnership working between Gaelic 
organisations. 
 
Audience development and engagement 
FèisTV 
I have been working closely with the Project Officer who has been developing our FèisTV work. I 
prepared a report for the work we did in partnership with An Comunn Gàidhealach at Mod 
Ghlaschu 2019 and we will be meeting with them shortly to discuss further partnership working for 
this year. 
 
Governance, finance and staffing 
Bòrd na Gàidhlig 
I attended a meeting with Bòrd na Gàidhlig on 16 January to discuss progress within our funding 
agreement with them and targets for the year ahead. 
 
Staff 
I took part in staff meetings on Monday 16 December and Monday 17 February. 
 
I have regular meetings and conversations with our development team, and especially at the time 
of completing Grant forms, claim forms and preparing funding application to various funders. 

 
 

Name Anne Willoughby 
Job Title Executive Manager 
 
Support and development of Fèisean 
I have been covering the tasks of the vacant Business Officer post for most of this year as well as 
my own work.  
• I processed payment letters and paid out Main Feis, Classes & Annualised Hours payments 

through Fèisean nan Gàidheal Grants Scheme 2019-20. Applications for 20/21 have now been 
received. 

• I paid out Fèis Development Scheme payments.  
• All Fèisean must supply me with Claim Form 1’s which have a tutor list, before grant is released. 

I process this and it is cross-referenced by our Child Protection Officer to ensure they have a 
current PVG. If not the relevant form is sent to the Tutor.  Grants to Fèisean are not issued until 
all tutor PVGs are in place.  
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• Funding was paid out to Fèis na h-Òige, Fèis Bharraigh & Fèis Chataibh for carers and/or 
additional tutors to ensure access for young people with individual support needs.  

• I organised the Annual Conference on on 27/28 September 2019, in Inverness. Invitations were 
sent out after a programme was in place, I compiled a Guest List & collated all the replies. I sent 
out expenses forms to all Fèisean after the event and ensured all musicians/contributors were 
paid.  

• I sent out book orders to Fèisean and suppliers. Ceòl nam Fèis 1 is now out of stock. 
• I processed all payments relating to Feis Alba. I issued attendance invoices to Cèilidh trails. 
• To date, I sent out 600+ instruments to Fèisean to help meet the demand during their Fèis weeks. 

They were checked in and the database updated. All the instruments in the Portree office were 
checked and those needing repaired are sorted, there were a few beyond repair. New keyboards 
were ordered to meet demand in the summer. Hire contracts have also been issued to new hirers. 
Claudia Harris, a visitor to Skye from the USA, kindly offered to pay to have one clàrsach totally 
re-strung. She hopes to do this on an annual basis. 

• Insurance is provided for all Fèisean as part of their membership package and was been revised 
and renewed in February 2020. Events insurance cover has been organised for Blas Festival. 
Insurance was also put in place for Fèis an Earraich Germany trip and Fuaran, Celtic Colours trip. 

• I sent out membership invoices to all Fèisean after the AGM. 
• I support all Fèisean on a day to day basis with different queries and needs. 
 
Enhancement of skills & creative talent 
• Training is made available to Fèis Organisers as and when required. Feis Lochabair took part in 

Child Protection training and 3 committee members from Fèis Chataibh took part in First Aid 
training this year so far. First Aid training is organised in Inverness & Glasgow on the 28 March 
2020. Child Protection training is available online. 

• All staff are encouraged to complete an ACAS Equality & Diversity online training course. I 
attended a Carbon Management Planning workshop run by Creative Carbon Scotland. 4 Staff 
took part in Blasad Gàidhlig & Mòd Academy training held in Inverness and Glasgow. Website 
training for staff was organised with Luke Slater West Coast Media on 16 December 2019 but 
he was unable to attend so Arthur took this session. John MacDiarmid ran another workshop 
on Video camera use on 08 November. A Gaelic Grammar course for staff through Lews Castle 
College, has now been started by all staff.  

• We ensure through Gaelic Development Plans and Grant funding restrictions that Feisean 
adhere to our Gàidhlig policy. Some training took place at the AGM on producing bilingual 
materials and marketing. 

• The annual drama summer school took place in Portree from 08 to 19 July. I attended a Cèilidh 
in Kilmuir hall and assisted Angus MacLeod. I helped with postering and advertising prior to 
the event.  

• I helped process final payment letters for The Tasgadh fund in the absence of the Businnes 
Officer.   

 
Enhancement of Gaelic arts & culture in creative learning 
I processed all payments relating to Coig Latha, Guth nan Gael activities, Fuaran, Drama Summer 
School, Hùb-Hab, Meanbh Chuileag tour, Meanbh-fhèis, Blàsad Gàidhlig sessions, Mòd Academy, 
Fèisgoil, Panto, Gaelic Awareness training, Feis TV, YMIS payments & Blas Festival. 
 
Audience development and engagement 
• Blas Festival took place in November 2020.  I give financial support to Blas Festival Ltd, 

payment processing, budget monitoring, preparation of Vat returns and HMRC quarterly 
returns. I attended events in Inverness and Portree.  
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• In 2019-20 there are 6 Ceilidh Trails, I have processed grant offer letters and payments. Final 
claims are slowly coming in.  

 
Governance, finance and staffing 
• I am responsible for General day-to-day management of Fèisean nan Gàidheal’s Portree office.   
• I am responsible for keeping accounting and payroll records on behalf of Fèisean nan Gàidheal 

and its associated activities and projects. I ensure Pension payments are recorded and 
processed. I ensure the OSCR Return and Companies House Return is submitted.  

• I produce all necessary financial reports and ensure claims for funding are submitted on time. 
Claims were sent to HIE at the end of the quarter. The third claim has now been submitted. 
They require an interim claim at the end of this month.  

• I am responsible for Management of all HR records, staff contracts and staff training records. I 
organised and attended Project Officer & Development Officer interviews. I sent out contracts 
to the successful applicants. We advertised the Business Officer post again and now processing 
applications. 

• I ensure that all management account preparation is in place and management accounts, 
which form part of this report, are received in good time. Kaye MacLeod spent 2 days in the 
office for the Annual accounts Audit. Management accounts for the second quarter have been 
prepared. 

• I compiled the minutes for the May Board meeting and organised translation. I have produced 
all the financial reports for the upcoming Board meeting. I contacted all the auditors listed to 
get quotes for the next accounting year, Mann Judd Gordon were the approved auditors. I 
organised the quarterly Board meeting in Inverness. 

• I took the minutes for the last 4 Staff meetings. I arranged an additional staff meeting/training 
in December and our Christmas night out.  

• We are required to report on carbon emissions for Creative Scotland and I have been 
nominated as a Green Champion. I have been recording carbon emissions since April 2015 for 
staff, board members and tutors. I updated our Carbon Management Plan in September 2019. 
We received feed-back in November and our 18-19 Carbon footprint is 29 tonnes CO2e. 

• The Risk Register has to be reviewed and updated annually, this was done for the May Board 
meeting.  
 

I attended the following meetings/events since the December board meeting:  
Staff meeting – 16 December 2019 (Portree Office) 
David Robertson, Santander Bank – 19 December 2019 (Portree) 
FilmG Awards – 14 February 2020 (Glasgow) 
Staff meeting – 17 February 2020 (by phone)  

 
 

Ainm Eilidh Mackenzie 
Dreuchd Fèisgoil Manager 
 

Taic do agus ag adhartachadh nam Fèisean 
Strengthening ties between Fèisean & Fèisgoil:  
• I supported a specific request for help with resources from Fèis an Tairbeirt and their early years 

deliverer. This is available for all Fèisean if they wish. 
• Nicola Simpson and I are working on the development of training days for tutors working 

within both the Fèis and the Fèisgoil sector to be held at the end of March – see training below 
 

A’ leasachadh sgilean is thàlantan 
Training – see complete Fèisgoil activity in the Board Paper: 
I received the following training during this quarter:  
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• a full day on Dementia Inclusivity, with skills learned useful at Café Bheairteis in particular, led by 
Luminate Scotland with Age Concern also providing morning workshops;  

• an afternoon session on using Wireless Headsets, led by Barry Reid;  
• with my colleagues I am enrolled in the UHI Gaelic grammar course and have completed two of 

the ten weeks’ work. 
 
Facilitating training for others: 
• I am developing a two day training event for Fèis and Fèisgoil tutors, and potential tutors, with 

a specific push on attracting drama workers. The theme of each day is ‘Strengthening Gaelic 
through the Arts’. 

 

A’ toirt ealain is cultar na Gàidhlig air adhart an lùib oideachadh cruthachail 
 

Fèisgoil: for fuller information see Fèisgoil Board Paper  
 

DRÀMA:  
• Tours: Hùb Hàb: Angus has written another new play for our early years theatre-in-education 

project. This new play is Hùb Hàb: Duanagan Aodaich with two performers, Anna Macdonald & 
Catriona Nicolson on board for the first leg of the tour. They attended a development day in 
Glasgow with Angus followed by a week’s rehearsal in Inverness before heading out to schools 
and nurseries on Monday 2nd March.  Anna can only commit to the one leg of the tour so we 
need to find a replacement for the next two. 

• Fèis Dràma Sgìre Inbhir Nis (FDSIN): we are working on the development of an Inverness 
area Drama Fèis to be delivered to GME schools in term 4 of the school year. 

 

LANGUAGE: 
Beairteas 
• Murdo Beaton delivered 9 sessions across three days (10,12,13 February) to 60 children and 

their teachers in Bun-sgoil Ghàidhlig Phort Rìgh on the specialist subject of Education in Africa 
• Martin Baillie delivered one session on 24th February to children in GME at Broadford Primary 

on a variety of specialist subjects – Duolingo, Gaelic in his own life and architecture. 
• Beairteas Café –inter-generational– the first Friday of every month, started on 04.10.19, 3-

4.30pm in the café attached to St Andrew’s Cathedral, Inverness (beside Eden Court) with 24 in 
attendance, followed by one on 06.12.19 with 34 present and the first of 2020 on 07.02.20 with 
14 turning up.  Two Care Home residents and their carer turned up to the December café and 
we are very keen to foster links of this kind making the café accessible to interested Gaelic 
speakers living in Care Homes and isolated situations around Inverness. There is a further café 
scheduled for the afternoon following the Board Meeting on 06.03.20 to which everyone is 
welcome. 

 
Blasad Gàidhlig  
• The language support sessions are running once again in schools in Falkirk & Glasgow with 

greater class numbers participating this year. During each of the eight weeks this term, we 
deliver to over 2,500 schoolchildren and their teachers. 

• We ran a taster day of Blasad Gàidhlig sessions in two Edinburgh schools, Preston Street and 
James Gillespie Primaries on 19th of February. I am now in communication with Edinburgh City 
Council about how to proceed for the next academic session. 

Meanbh-Fhèis 
On the 6th of February we ran a mini-fèis in Kilmarnock Academy with over 40 young people taking 
part. Three tutors, Ceitlin Lilidh, Eilidh Cormach & Ellen Macdonald delivered workshops on 
opportunities through Gaelic drama, the media & music as well as leading a treasure hunt to find 
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Gaelic words, a session on general background Gaelic awareness, a performance and an 
opportunity to dance. 
  

MUSIC 
Iomairt Chiùil na h-Òigridh | Youth Music Initiative (YMI) 
• Almost all 2019/20 YMI sessions are now complete  - Fèis Inbhir Narainn are running their 

sessions this term. 
 
 

Acadamaidh a’ Mhòid | Mod Academy  
• In partnership with An Comunn Gàidhealach & The Highland Council we launched Mod 

Academy at Muirtown Primary School in Invenress on the morning of Monday 24th February.  
We have a team of 8 tutors lined up, and although not all schools have yet responded we are 
hopeful that at least 12 will take part. Sessions begin after the Easter break. 

Resources | Gòireasan  
• Developing our Blasad Gàidhlig support package – we constantly add to this, the games 

appendix in particular. I am grateful to have had support with this from our two lead tutors, 
Katie Mackenzie and Eilidh Cormack through specifi funding from the Scottish Government. 
This is due to end with the financial year. 

MEPG (Music Education Partnership Group)  
• I represent FnG on this steering group and attended the most recent meeting on 4th February 

in Edinburgh 
• Big Sing – an event (date still tbc) hosted by MEPG pulling together 2,000 primary age children 

from central belt schools to sing. FnG has been asked to provide a song for this which I have 
done (audio recording with song as sung, words (written and slowly dictated), phonetics, 
translation, staff notation).  

NYCOS (National Youth Choir of Scotland) 
• I was invited to meet with Ed Milner and Carole Allen on 3rd of February in Glasgow to discuss 

a possible collaboration as part of NYCOS’ new song/singing resource. They are awaiting word 
on the success of their bid for funding (YMI stream) 

 

A’ tarraing luchd-èisteachd is a’ meudachadh nan àireamhan aca 
Eòlas air a’ Ghàidhlig | Gaelic Awareness Training (GAT) 
• Linda Macleod delivered a GAT session to over 30 of the Eden Court staff on 16th January 
• I have set up a further GAT session, this time for staff East Renfrewshire Council, to be led by 

Linda Macleod on 24th April 
• Iain MacIllechiar is going to lead a similar session for 7 HIAL staff members on a date in March, 

still to be confirmed 
• Laura Nicolson, Project Officer at FnG, and I are keen to develop a video course through FèisTV 

suitable as a supplmentary resource to live GAT sessions for larger organisations in particular. 
 

Riaghladh, ionmhas agus luchd-obrach 
n/a 

 
 

Name Angus Macleod 
Job Title Drama Officer 
 
Support and development of Fèisean 
Gaelic translation and proof reading service for the Fèisean. 
I provide simultaneous translation service at board meetings and support Fèisean with proof 
reading when required. 
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Gaelic Drama at Fèisean Review 
A review of the provision of Gaelic medium drama at Fèisean and potential development 
opportunities is underway with support from development officers. 
 
Enhancement of skills & creative talent 
 
Digitisation of existing teaching and other resources to ensure greater access to them. 
I’m supporting Eilidh Mackenzie in the development of a resource based on the songs produced 
through the Hùb Hàb project. 
 
Participation in initiatives that will lead to employment for young people in the arts and 
creativity. 
Employment and skills development opportunities are provided for Gaelic speaking actors 
through the Meanbh-chuileag Theatre-In-Education, Hùb Hàb Early Years Theatre and Gaelic 
Pantomime projects.   Opportunities for Gaelic-speaking drama tutors are provided through Drama 
Festivals for Gaelic Medium primary schools and Gaelic Drama Summer School. 
 
Gaelic Actors Database 
It is hoped to increase the number of Gaelic speakers in our database interested in acting in our 
drama projects.  This will be promoted in the coming months. Information and a link to an online 
registration form is available at www.feisean.org/opportunities 
 
Enhancement of Gaelic arts & culture in creative learning 
 
Hùb Hàb 2020  
In January I prepared a draft schedule for 3 ten-day regional tours which are scheduled to take 
place in March, April and May.   An online registration form and further information about the 
project was to schools  and nurseries at the end of February.   
 
The first tour for schools and nurseries in the central belt, Argyllshire and Perthshire will take place 
between the 2nd and 13th of Mary.  Tours of primary schools and Gaelic nurseries in the Comhairle 
nan Eilean Siar and Highland Council regions are scheduled to take place in April and May.  
 
During February I wrote a script for the project which includes three new songs.  ‘Duanagan 
Aodaich’ (Clothing Ditties) is the title of the play and two actors, Anna MacDonald and Catriona 
Nicolson, have been employed to rehearse the play and deliver the first tour.  
 
A development day was held with the actors on Tuesday 18th February in Glasgow before five 
days rehearsals at the Spectrum Centre, Inverness between 24th and 28th February.  I gave 
direction the actors during this period received support from Eilidh Mackenzie with the 
organisation of the tour and the musical content of the play.  Laura Cowie was employed to 
decorate their costumes and I produced the set. 
 
Sgoil Shamhraidh Dràma 2020 
Next year’s Gaelic Drama Summer School will take place in Portree between Monday 6th and 
Friday 17th July 2020.   More information can be found at www.feisean.org/ssd.   
 
Meanbh-chuileag: 2019/2020 
In January I prepared a draft schedule for a national tour to be held between the 24th of August 
and 9th October.  An online registration form and further information about the project was sent 
to schools at the end of February.  The play will be aimed at pupils  in the upper primary.  
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Panto Gàidhlig 2019 – Feedback 
An online feedback form for  the 15 day national tour which began on Monday 25th November 
and concluded on Friday 13th December 2019 was sent to the actors and participating schools in 
the New Year. 
 
Panto Gàidhlig 2020 – Tour schedule 
In January I produced a draft schedule for a national tour which will be held between 23rd 
November and 11th December.  An online registration form and further information about the 
project was sent to schools  and nurseries at the end of February.   
 
Audience development and engagement 
News of drama projects delivered through the Fèisgoil service is regularly promoted online via our 
website  and social media accounts.  Press releases about projects are sent to media contacts at 
e.g. BBC Radio nan Gàidheal, BBC An Là and printed press. 

 
 

Name Nicola Simpson 
Job Title Senior Development Officer 
 
Support and development of Fèisean 
Fèis Air an Oir 
• Weekly classes in Strathy Hall, offering a range of instruments and Gaelic-song are on-going 
• In September the Fèis hosted a Blas concert featuring Project Smok and they are working with 

Lyth Arts Centre to bring the band Eabhal to Strathy Hall in March.  
• Main Fèis will take place from 10th – 14th August. 
• The Fèis have secured £32K of funding from SSE for the continuation of their Fèis Week and on-

going classes. 
 

Fèis a’ Bhaile 
• Weekly fiddle and ceilidh-band classes as well as monthly step-dance workshops are on-going. 

The Fèis has secured funding from Tasgadh to expand it’s programme of step-dance classes. 
• AGM due to take place in April 
 
Fèis Inbhir Narainn  
• Weekly classes for children and adults are on-going.  
• Main Fèis Day will be Saturday 6th March 2020 
• The Fèis has secured funding from Bòrd na Gàidhlig’s Taic Freumhan funding scheme to start a 

junior Gaelic Choir which will compete at the Royal National Mòd in Inverness in October.  
 

Fèis Obar Dheathain  
• 5-day Main Fèis will take place from 6 – 10th April 2020. A successful application was made to 

Taic Freumhan in January to support this extended event.  
• Plans are in place for a weekend of Gaelic-song workshops with Mary Ann Kennedy in May. 

 
Fèis Chataibh  
• AGM date still to be confirmed. 
• Main Fèis 6 – 10th July 2020  

 
Fèis Spè  
• Weekly fiddle and guitar classes are on-going during term-time and clarsach is also now being 

offered. 
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• A very successful family, Christmas ceilidh took place in Newtonmore between Christmas and 
New Year 

• The committee welcomed a new secretary and treasurer at their AGM which took place in early 
February 

• A successful Fèis Day took place on Saturday 22nd February with approximately 60 participants.  
• Residential group-work weekend for Ceilidh Band members will take place in March.  
 
Fèis Ghallaibh 
• The Fèis continue their monthly workshops in Wick High School starting on 29th February. 
• During December and January I have been in contact with all my Fèisean to assist them in 

completing their annual Fèisean nan Gàidheal grant applications and final claim forms.  
 
Enhancement of skills & creative talent 
Ceilidh Trails  
• Planning for this year’s Ceilidh Trail’s is well underway. Fèis Lochabair and Fèis Inbhir Narainn 

are currently advertising for a Co-ordinator.  
• Auditions for all the Ceilidh Trails (Lochaber, Argyll, Paisley, Nairn, Falkirk/Stirling) will take 

place before the end of March. 
• Fèis Alba will take place in Plockton from 6-10th July.   
• Fèis Spè and Fèis an Earraich will both be running Ceilidh Trail development projects. 
• I am working with Laura to submit an application to the SNH Plunge In Fund for additional 

Ceilidh Trail funding which will enhance the Ceilidh Trails by focusing on the theme of Coasts 
and Waters.  

 
Guth nan Gael 
• I have recently submitted an application to Colmcille 2020 for funding to run an International 

Ceilidh Trail in 2021 to celebrate Colmcille 1500.  
• Participants of our 2019 Guth nan Gael project will hopefully visit Ireland in September. 

 
Masterclass Weekend 
• I recently submitted an application to the REMT Youth Development Fund to support another 

Pitcalzean Masterclass in 2020.  
 
Enhancement of Gaelic arts & culture in creative learning 
I am currently working with Eilidh to facilitate two Gaelic training sessions for tutors. These will 
take place on 28th of March in Glasgow and 29th March in Inverness.  
I have also arranged a First Aid course for Fèis committee members which will take place in 
Inverness on 28th March and I will be organising Child Protection training for a number of Fèisean 
in the coming months.  
 
Audience development and engagement 
I continue to participate in the Blas action group as and when required.  

 
 

Name Karen Oakley 
Job Title Development Officer  
 
Support and development of Fèisean 
 
This quarter:  
I supported my Fèisean in completing their applications to the Grants Scheme 2020/21:  
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• I met with Lauren Byrne and Morven McPhilips, Fèis Lochabair on 12 January in Fort William 
to help with the application form 

• I saw Kirsteen Russell, Fèis na h-Òige on 15 January in Inverness.  
• I met with Raghnaid Sandilands, Fèis Farr on 22 January and 7 February.  
• I provided support to the remaining eight Fèisean I work with through email and phone 

meetings.  
 
Final grant claim forms for 2019/20:  

• I met with Kirsteen, Fèis na h-Òige on 25 February to help complete the form 
• I answered queries and helped with completing applications of remaining Fèisean by email 

and phone.  
 

Fèis Òigridh na Mara 
• The Fèis ran a masterclass weekend for S1-S6 in Arisaig, 7 – 9 February. This quarter, I 

helped with advertising including writing and distributing a news piece about Teenage 
residential weekend and posting the event poster around schools, Fèisean and local 
contacts.  

• Twenty-four young people took part in the weekend with fourteen of them opting for the 
residential option. Participants travelled from Skye, Fort William, Oban and Ardnamurchan 
and met local young participants.  

• The Fèis hopes to run a similar event next year and has applied for support from FnG.   
 
Fèis Mhuile 

• I made posters for the Fèis classes and social events, 7 – 9 February. There were forty 
children at the Fèis and the committee was delighted with how it went.  

• Wrote and distributed news piece before the February Fèis.  
 
Fèis Thiriodh 

• I wrote an application with Shari and Sheila MacKinnon of the Fèis to the Calmac 
Community Fund for the Main Fèis and 30th anniversary celebrations.  

• The Fèis held its first Clàrsach workshop in January. I made a poster which the Fèis 
advertised locally and help arrange for an FnG clàrsach to go on hire. There were eight 
participants altogether which is encouraging. The next workshop will take place in March.  

 
Fèis Latharna  

• Application to the Calmac Community Fund for the 2020 Easter Fèis. The Fèis was awarded 
£2,000.  

• Letter to the Oban Rotary Club for support for the Easter Fèis.  
 
Fèis Lochabair  

• I made a poster and put a news piece to the Lochaber Times advertising the Fèis AGM, 20 
January. There were no significant changes as the Fèis has not long elected a committee at 
the August EGM. 

 
Fèis na h-Òige 

• I made posters for the February Saturday workshop on 22nd.  The Fèis holds regular 
workshops, this month with the addition of Ingrid Henderson teaching clàrsach which 
proved popular.  
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Enhancement of skills & creative talent 
 
Argyll Cèilidh Trail (Fèis Latharna) 

• Letter to James T Howat Trust for support with training costs for participants of the Cèilidh 
Trail.  

• Application to Youth Link Scotland Coasts and Waters fund for £2,000 towards training and 
co-ordinator salary. News is expected in March.  

• Poster for the Fèis advertising Cèilidh Trail auditions for the 2020 Trail, due to take place on 
21 March.  

 
Fèisean Lochabair Cèilidh Trail 

• Job advert and poster for the Cèilidh Trail co-ordinator post.  
• I helped with interviews with Lauren Byrne for the co-ordinator post. At the time of writing, 

no co-ordinator has been appointed.  
• Application form for young people applying to be on this summer’s Trail. The Fèis has 

arranged auditions for 15 March.   
 
Gaelic training 

• I’ve started working through ‘Sgilean Cànain’, a Gaelic grammar online course that’s 
administered by Lews Castle College UHI. The course runs ten weeks and I’m working on it 
at my own pace. It’s brought some interesting discussions with work mates about grammar!  

 
Enhancement of Gaelic arts & culture in creative learning 
 
We held a further two Café Bheairteas meet-ups in Inverness in December and February. It’s nice 
seeing faces old and new, including residents of local Care Homes coming along.  
 

 
Name Abi Lightbody 
Job Title Development Officer 
 
Support and development of Fèisean 

 
Fèis Dhùn Bhreatainn an Iar 

• I met with Bernard Bell (Fèis DBanI’s Treasurer) on the 1st of February and we finished the FnG 
Grant Scheme form for 2020/2021. 

• They plan to run the classes as they did in 2019/2020 and also plan to visit primary schools to 
deliver days about Gaelic, including it’s development and history as well as traditional music. 

• I completed their final claim form for the remaining funds for 2019/2020. 

Fèis Dhùn Èideann 
• I was expecting to visit Fèis Dhùn Èideann on the 10th of February but didn’t make it down due 

to the bad weather. 
• The Fèis went well and the committee finished their application to the FnG 2020/2021 grant 

scheme themselves with a little help from myself. 

Fèis Òigridh Ìle is Dhiùra 
• Because of the bad weather when Fèis Òigridh Ìle is Dhiùra was running, I didn’t make it down 

but I have plans to visit in May. 
• The Fèis went well and was well attended. 
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• I submitted an application to the Cal Mac Community Trust and FOID were awarded £2,000 
towards running costs for 2020. 

• As the committee were very busy preparing for theis Fèis I completed their application to FnG’s 
2020/2021 Grant Scheme. 

• I also made a poster for their 2020 Fèis. 

Fèis Innis an Uillt 
• Although we had worked on a new format for Fèis Innis an Uillt, no Fèis took place in 2019 and 

the committee haven’t submitted any grant forms. 
• The committee have not submitted an application to FnG’s 2020/2021 Grant Scheme and 

therefore I don’t expect a Fèis to take place in 2020 either.  

Fèis Cheann Loch Goibhle 
• I’ve been busy sourcing appropriate tutors for Fèis Chean Loch Goibhle’s Main Fèis and they now 

have a tutor for each subject they wish to teach at the Fèis. 
• They have submitted an application to FnG’s Grant Scheme for 2020/2021. 

Fèis Fhoirt 
• I met with John MacNeil (Chair of Fèis Fhoirt) on Sunday 2nd of February and we completed the 

Grant Scheme application for 2020/2021. The classes will run as usual and FF are expecting to 
run a Main Fèis in September 2020. 

• John has submitted FF’s final claim for their Main Fèis (March 2020) and for the classes. 
• I’m still working on Fèis Fhoirt’s plans for a trip to the Isle of Man in October 2020. I submitted an 

application to the Royal Edinburgh Military Tattoo Youth Development Fund (pending) and 
Tasgadh (unsuccessful). I am currently working on an application to Culture Vannin. 

• I made a new leaflet to advertise Fèis Fhoirt’s activities and I am also going to Stirling on the 
29.02.2020 to sit on the panel for the 2020 Cèilidhean air Chuairt auditions. 

Fèis an Tairbeirt 
• Fèis an Tairbeirt are going strong and I submitted their final claim form for 2019/2020 last week 

on behalf of the committee. 
• Their claim form for the 2020/2021 Grant Scheme has also been submitted and FanT plan to run 

three weekend long Fèis workshops. 
• I’ve also been helping with sourcing drama tutors for their workshops and I also submitted an 

application to the Cal Mac Community Fund which was successful and the Fèis was granted 
£2,000. 

• FanT would like to publish a song book this year (alongside the local Gaelic Choir) and I am 
currently looking at funding options for that project. 

Fèis Ghàidhlig Ghlaschu 
• I had a meeting with Evan MacGriogar (Annualised Hours worker for Fèis Ghàidhlig Ghlaschu) on 

Saturday the 1st of February to work on the application to FnG’s Grant Scheme 2020/2021. As 
Evan is new to the role (as am I!) we went through the form and completed it based on the 
answers the Fèis submitted last year.  

• FGG’s main Fèis will be help between the 14th and 17th of April 2020 and they will also run a small 
series of workshops. 

• They were not offered a charity rate for the lease of the Gaelic School in Glasgow, but they are 
currently in communication with the council. 

Fèis Phàislig 
• All of Fèis Phàislig’s forms have been submitted and we are working on the plans for the 

workshop on the 13th of April 2020 with the Saritoga Springs Fiddle Group from the United 
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States. The workshop will be delivered by Anna Massie and Gillian Frame and the Saritoga 
Springs fiddle group will be helping contribute towards the running costs. 

• I am heading to Paisley on the 29th of February to sit on the panel of their Cèilidh Trail auditions. 

Fèis Arainn 
• All is going well with Fèis Arainn and Maggie Frame is in touch with FnG often. Their final claims 

are all submitted and their application to FnG’s grant Scheme 2020/2021 is also submitted. 
• We are still waiting to hear from Cal Mac about the application to the Community Trust that 

Maggie submitted. 
• FA are running a Gaelic Learners Fun Day on the 7th of March. 

Fèis Lannraig a Tuath 
• Fèis Lannraig a Tuath have submitted their application to FnG’s grant scheme for 2020/2021 and 

they are expecting to run a Fèis between the 3rd and 7th of August 2020. 

Fèis Chille Bhrìghde an Ear 
• Fèis Chille Bhrìghde an Ear have submitted their grant scheme application for 2020/2021 (in first 

place out of all my Fèisean!) and they are intending to run another Fèis in 2020 for one day 
focussing on Gaelic drama, Gaelic singing and piping. 

Fèis Thatha 
• Fèis Thatha are planning to run two Fèisean, one based on sports and dance (with support 

from Spòrs Ghàidhlig) and one based on music. 
• Also, they received £4,000 from Taic Freumhan Coimhearsnachd (BnG) for their project the 

Tay’s Gaelic Memoir, which will be run in collaboration with Pitlochry Festival Theatre. 

Enhancement of skills & creative talent 
• I began the University of the Highlands and Islands Gaelic Grammar Course. 
• I am running a first aid training day in Glasgow on the 28.03.2020 for Fèisean in that area. 

 
Ainm Laura Nicolson 
Dreuchd Project Officer 
 
Taic do agus ag adhartachadh nam Fèisean 
 
I have been helping Karen, Nicola and Abi with their Year of Coasts and Waters application forms 
for the Fèisean and for the Cèilidh Trails. 
 
I worked with Spòrs Gàidhlig to put together the Fèis Spòrs project, a Bòrd na Gàidhlig funded 
collaboration project. Spòrs activities are offered at 75% discount to Fèisean this year. There will 
also be a Campa in July at Glenmore Lodge. 
 
A’ leasachadh sgilean is thàlantan 
 
Oide 
The website is close to being completed after some problems with the videos playing on certain 
devices. I spoke with Iain MacDiarmid who recorded the videos and we worked out that there was 
something wrong with the CODEC (the video format). Iain made the necessary changes to each 
video and they will now work on each device. West Coast Media have these corrected videos now. 
 
We have recorded another 3 series with Seonaidh MacIntyre on the chanter and they will be 
available when the website is launched. I’ve organised 3 days of recording with Kirsty MacDonald 
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next week and with Paul Jennings as the videographer. Kirsty will do 3 series on the Clàrsach in 
English and Gaelic. 
 
Frank McConnell is going to record a series of step-dancing videos with us before the end of 
March. 
 
We are still looking for tutors for Tin Whistle and Melodeon. 
 
FèisTV 
I made an advert for Fèisean to let them know that we now have 3 MEVO devices available to 
record or livestream their events. I can provide training and instruction on how to use them. We 
have a timetable of events for both FèisTV equipment and the MEVOs and if anyone would like to 
use them we can easily see when they are available. 
 
Thighibh is Cluichibh 
I helped Grant (Fèis Phàislig) and Eilidh to upload this new resource on our website 
(https://www.feisean.org/proiseactan/ico-iomairt-chiuil-na-h-oigridh/) and to our Youtube channel 
(https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLi3hUE0Af6OvpRDfU8WnlCSQgk0CsM1hZ). 
 
Young Scot 
Finlay is still coming each Friday for 2 hours and doing different bits of work for us. He has his own 
project for the Year of Coasts and Waters where he is preparing a picture, word and sound each 
week for a word relating to coasts and/or waters. He is doing a great job on these, as you can see 
on our social media and although he won’t be working with us all year he is going to prepare 52 
words so that there is a word for each week of the year. 
 
A’ tarraing luchd-èisteachd is a’ meudachadh nan àireamhan aca 
 
Panto  
I recorded the Panto performance in Inverness. We didn’t livestream it due to problems with our 
equipment but it is recorded for our archives. 
 
I have been helping Arthur with videos and social media for the Year of Coasts and Waters. I also 
went along with Rhys, one of the videographers, so that I could learn how to film one of the videos 
should that need arise. 
I’ve also been preparing extra advertising on Facebook, Twitter and Instagram for the song a week 
project to ensure it is reaching as many people as possible. 
 
Website 
I renewed some of the photos on the website, there is a bit more work to do but most of the 
fèisean pages are now up to date. 
 
Eòlas air a’ Ghàidhlig / Gaelic Awareness Training 
I have been helping Eilidh with a project to create a short series of videos as an introductory 
offering for our Gaelic Awareness Training. 
 
Livestream figures: 
 

Event When Hours viewed Audience figures 
Nothing has been livestreamed since December. The next FèisTV even will take place in March. 
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Our new videos on Youtube that are available to watch again: 
 

Week Song Audience Figures 
Facebook (post 
engagement) 

Youtube (clàradh) 

1 Mo rùn air na maraichean 3.3k 45 
2 An ataireachd bhuan 1.1k 41 
3 Puirt-à-Beul 26 1.5k 
4 An t-Alltan Dubh 21 1.7k 
5 Suas an Fheamainn 25 4.7k 
6 Òran na Politician 50 2.1k 
7 Deàrrsadh Gealaich air Loch Hostadh 187 5.1k 
8 Òran na Muice-mara 13 1.1k 

 
Thigibh is Cluichibh resource Total audience figures 
34 videos 269 
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